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This  repor t  describes t h e  design, development, fabr ica t ion ,  and test a t  
one-g of a func t iona l  laboratory model (non-f l ight)  I c e  Pack H e a t  Sink Sub- 
system t o  be used eventusl ly  f o r  as t ronaut  cooling during tanned space missions. 
I n  normal use, excess heat i n  t h e  l i q u i d  cooling garment ( U G )  coolant is  
t ransfer red  t o  a reusable/regenerable i c e  pack hea t  sin!.. 
operation, or f o r  extension of extravehicular  a c t i v i t y  mission time a f t e r  
a l l  t h e  i c e  has melted, water F r o m  t h e  i c e  pack is bc i l ed  t o  vacuum, thereby 
continuing t o  remove heat from t?!e ICG coolant. This  subsystem incorporates 
a quick connect/disconnect thermal in t e r f ace  between t h e  i c e  pack heat s ink  
and t h e  subsystem heat exchanger. 
For emergency 
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A funct ional  laboratory model (non-f l ight)  i c e  1"ack Heat Sink Subsystem 
i:as designed, developed, and t e s t e d  a t  one-g during t h i s  12 month program. 
Two complete %nct ional  laboratory model subsystems, each htwing two spare 
i c e  pack nodules, were fabr ica ted  and del ivered t o  the  NASA ARC. Complete 
d e t a i l  and assembly clrawings, operating in s t ruc t ions ,  and spec i f ica t ions  of 
a l l  mechanical components a l s o  were submitted. 
I n  normal use t h e  subsystem u t i l i z e s  a s i x  pass  .ieat exchanger i n  contact 
with a reusable/regenerable i c e  pack heat s ink  module t o  remove hea t  from, 
and cont ro l  temperature t o ,  a l i q u i d  coc!irg garment ( U G )  loop. 
operation, o r  f o r  extension of extravehicular  a c t i v i t y  ( E V A )  mission time, whei 
a l l  t h e  i c e  has melted, water from t h e  i s e  pack module i s  automatical ly  vefited 
t o  vacuum, causing boi l ing ,  and thereby cc.ntinuing t h e  removal of heat from 
t h e  IX=G loop. 
For emergency 
The i c e  pack module holds a minimum of 7.0 kg (15.4 lbm) of water. Cooling 
loads of 139.5, 440, and 879 J/s (475, 1500, and 3000 Btu/hr) can be s a t i s f i e d  
f o r  both t h e  normal melting i c e  and emergency water bdi l ing modes of operation, 
r e su l t i ng  i n  normal operation u n i t  o u t l e t  temperatures of 3@*6"K (85OF), 2.?4.23K 
(TOOF) ,  and 282.7 - z84,z3K (49-533)  and i n  emergency operation u n i t  o u t l e t  
temperatures of 284.3 - 284.8OE: (52-53%), 284.3 - 287.80K (52-56.59) and 
293.7 - 295.3% (69-72%), respect ively.  
lead coating t c  the heat  t r a n s f e r  smface  required considerable e f f o r t .  
appl ica t ion  process developed i s  a n  e lec t ro-p la ted  layer,  which was mechanically 
f in i shed  t o  obtain a su i t ab ly  f la t  surface. 
Development of a su i t ab le  process f o r  applying a 0.1 mm (0.004 inch)  
The 
An add i t iona l  problem area  encountered was i n  t h e  development of t h e  i ce  
expansion compensation sandwiches. 
caused them t o  grow and thereby push water out  of t h e  wicking mater ia l .  
successful  design nar cons is t s  of a t e f l o n  laced sandwich, which is  preloaded 
approximately 25 percent p r i o r  t o  t h e  t e f l o n  lac ing  process. 
insures  that  a l l  t h e  s lack  was removed from t h e  lacing. 
Ebcposure of t h e  sandwiches t o  vacuum 
The 
Preloading 
It is  s i g n i f i c a n t  t o  note that  the  f inal  vers ion of t h e  Ice  Pack Heat 
Sink Su3system i s  e s s e n t i a l l y  i d e n t i c a l  t o  t h e  configuration generated ana ly t i -  
cally,  and t h a t  a l l  requirements of Specif icat ion Number 2-17753 were s a t i s -  
f i ed .  
Based on t h e  r e s u l t s  of t h i s  program, t h e  Ice B-lr Yeat Sink Subsystem 
concept has shown itself t o  be a v i ab le  system f o r  a s r r txau t  coolirig during E V A .  
IIVI’RODUCTION 
Future manned space exploration missions are 
requirements f o r  as t roneut  l i f e  support equipment 
and regeneration f o r  many extravehicular a c t i v i t y  
expected t o  include 
capable of repeated use 
s o r t i e s .  In an t i c ipa t ion  
of these requirements, NASA ARC funded t w o  contrects  (NAS 2-6021 and NAS 
2-6022) f o r  t h e  study of Advanced Ektravehicuiar Protect ive Systems. The 
purpose of these s tud ie s  w a ~  t o  determine t h e  most p r a c t i c a l  and promiring 
concepts f o r  manned space f l i g h t  operations projected f o r  t h e  l a t e  1970’s 
and 1980%, and t o  i d e n t i f y  a r e a s  where concegtrated research would be most 
e f f ec t ive  i n  t h e  developnent of these concepts. 
One regenerative concept f o r  as t ronaut  cooling u t i l i z e s  an i c e  pack a s  
t h e  primary h e a t  sink f o r  a l i q u i d  cooling garment ( L C G )  cooling system. 
an emergency, o r  f o r  extended operations, water from t h e  melted ice  pack 
could be evaporated (boiled) d i r e c t l y  t o  space vacuum. 
In 
This r epor t  describes t he  design, development, fabr icat ion,  and test  a t  
one-g of a funct ional  laboratory model of such a n  I c e  Pack Yeat Sink Subsystem. 
Calculations and data pertaining t o  t h e  execution of t is program were 
made i n  U. S. custamary u n i t s  and then converted t o  SI  un i t s .  
CONCLUSIONS 
The r e s u l t s  of t h i s  program e f f o r t  t o  design, develop, f ab r i ca t e ,  and 
tes t  a t  one-g a funct ional  laboratory model I ce  Pack Heat Sink Subsystem lead 
t o  tile following conclusions. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
The u n i t  hold 
Cooling l o a i s  of 139.5, 440, and 879 J/s (475, 1500, 3000 B t u h r )  
c8n be s a t i s f i e d  for both t h e  normal n e l t i n g  i c e  and emergency 
water bo i l i ng  modes of operatic?,  r e su l t i ng  i n  normal operation 
u n i t  o u t l e t  temperatures of 302.6OK (85OF), 39h.9K (TOOF), and 
282.7-235.P~ (49-53OF) and i n  emergency operation u n i t  o u t l e t  
temperat7xes of 284.3-284.8OK (52-53?~), 284.3-287.8OK (52-56.59) 
and 293 .'7-295.3OK (69-72?~) ,  respect ivl ly .  
7.0 kg (15.4 lbm) of water. 
The in t e r f ace  between t h e  i c e  chest  module and t h e  T&G heat 
exchanger is s u f f i c i e n t l y  durable ta withstand repeated removal/ 
i n s t a l l a t i o n  cycles as  long a s  care  i s  taken t o  wipe t h e  ma,ing 
surfaces p r i o r  t o  i n s t a l l a t i o n  and t o  p ro tec t  t h e  xtiating surfaces 
from scraLches o r  grccrves. 
Manufacturing tolerances associated w i t h  t h e  mating surfaces 
present no excessive prcblem w i t h  t h e  concept u t i l i z i n g  a send- 
f l e x i b l e  heat  exchenger and a f l u i d  in t e r f ace  p r e l o a d h z  bladder. 
A l l  aspects of :IASA Aries Research Center spec i f i ca t ion  number 
2-1.7753, as amended by contract  amen&ent;modificatior,s No. 1, 
2 ,  2, and 4, were met. 
U 
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Standard 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The studies and test  results of t h i s  program evolved t h e  following 
recommendations. 
Continuation of t h e  bas ic  hardware configuration generated by 
t h i s  program phase i s  recommended. 
0 Optimum data u t i l i z a t i o n  could be obtained during anj. fu tu re  
testing if t h e  following step, %ere taken. 
Norma1 mode operation should be run a t  139.5-44C J/s 
(475-1500 Btu/hr) over a wide I C G  heat exchanger water f l a w  
spectrum, ignoring the u n i t  mixed o u t l e t  temperature. 
Accurate contact  conductance measuring poin ts  should be 
u t i l i z e d  t o  obtain prec ise  temperature d i f f e r e n t i a l s  f o r  
a 879 J/s (3000 Btu/hr) load appl ica t ion  i n  both normal 
and emergency operation. 
The emergency water bo i l ing  mode should be run over the 
whole spectrum of ZlCG heat exchanger flow r a t e s .  
This test  sequence would provide a c m p l e t e  series of u n i t  
effect iveness  maps f o r  both normal and emergency modes of 
operation. 
0 Additional e f f o r t  is recommended t o  study a l t e r n a t e  i c e  chest /  
ICG heat exchanger in t e r f ace  configurat ions and in t e r f ace  pre- 
loading configurations t o  obtain a self-cleaning in t e r f ace  and 
a higher unit contact pressure. 
NOMENCLATURE 
A 
A f  
AP 
AS 
Btu 
Btu/hr 
Btu/hr- ”F 
Btu/hr-ft2- “F 
C 
C1 
c2 
c3 
Qn 
E 
EVA 
OF 
h 
hA 
H/X 
h r  
i n  
J 
J I S  
J/s-O5 
J / s - m  - K 
OK 
KEFF 
k 
kg 
KL 
%I 
W/m* 
kN 
e f f e c t i v e  area,  cross  sectional area 
heat exchanger core face  area 
primary area 
secondary area 
B r i t i s h  thermal u n i t  
B r i t i s h  thermal u n i t  per  hour 
B r i t i s h  thermal u n i t  per  hour-degree Fahrenheit  
B r i t i s h  thermal u n i t  per  hour-square foot-degree 
Fahrenheit 
water spec i f i c  heat 
K G  cooling water t o  heat  exchanger end p l a t e  thermal 
conductance 
heat exchanger end p l a t e  t o  ice chest end p l a t e  conductance 
i c e  chest  end p l a t e  t o  i c e  conductance 
centimeter 
heat exchanger e f fec t iveness  
extravehicular  a c t i v i t y  
degree Fahrenheit  
g r a m  
g r a m  pe r  second 
gal lons p e r  minute 
convection coe f f i c i en t  
t h e m  1 conductance 
heat exchanger 
hour 
inch 
jou le  
jou le  pe r  second 
joule  per  second-degree kelvin 
joule  per second-square meter- degree kelvin 
degree kelvin 
t h e m  1 conduct ivi ty  
t h e m  1 conduct ivi ty  of p a r a l l e l  a l~minium/water arrangement 
kilogram 
thermal  conductivity of water 
t h e m  1 conductivity f a luminiun; 
kilonewton 
kilonewton per  square aeter 
9 
Nmenchture (Continued) 
dm2A 
ks 
kilonewton per square meter delta 
kilosecond 
ICG 
lbm, lb 
lbm/hr, lb/hr 
liquid cooling garment 
pound mass (avoirdupois) 
pound mass per hour 
meter 
millimeter 
m 
mm 
N 
NP 
newton 
number of f l o w  passes i n  heat  exchanger 
P 
P s i  
psia 
ps i  
plate open area divided by plate t o t a l  area 
pounds force per square inch 
pound€ force per square inch absolute 
pounds force per square inch de l ta  
Q, h e a t  transfer rate,  heat load 
second S 
M A P  
Tf 
T i  
TO 
t o r r  
evaporant temperature of metal boiling surface 
freezing point temperature of water 
water i n l e t  temperature 
water out le t  temperature 
pressure measured i n  millimeters Hg 
Oven 11 subsystem therma 1 conducta nce 
v heat exchanger core volume 
W water mass flow ra t e  
f i n  height, length  of heat transfer path X 
A T  temperature drop 
f i n  efficiency, dimensionless conductance 
f i n  efficiency 
pressure measured i n  micron Hg 
10 
SUBSYSPEM DESIGN A N D  ANAYSIS 
The Tsboratory Model Ice  h c k  Heat Sink Subsystem del ivered F S  7:: end 
item of t h i s  cont rac t  cons is t s  of an  ice ches t / l iqu id  cooling garment ( E G )  
heat  exchanger combinatior 
f e a s i b i l i t y  testing portioil  of t h i s  program and whose :Jcrformance c a p a b i l i t i e s  
were proven during t h e  development portion, and an ice pack console. 
console is designed t o  maintain contact  between the ice ches t  and l i qu id  
cooling garment heat  exchanger, and providw t h e  l i q u i d  loop components which 
c i r cu la t e  t h e  l iquid,  c h i l l e d  i n  t h e  hea t  exchanger by t h e  I c e  chest ,  t o  the 
externa l  l i q u i d  cooling gerrnent. 
Pack Heat Sink Subsystem Console. 
.~hotographs of t h e  Ice P;!cl; Heat Sink Subsystem Console. 
phot3graph of t h e  Ice Chest. 
whose operat ion was  demonstrated during t h e  
This 
Figure 1 is a f r o n t  photograph of t h e  Ice 
Figures 2 and 3 a r e  left s i d e  and r e a r  
Figure 4 is a 
SUBSYSTEM CONCEPT 
As designed, t h e  Ice Tack iieat Sink Subsystem contains an independent 
i ce  chest  which i s  mounted t o  e plate-f in  LCG heat  exchanger i n  which 
the LCG coolant is  c i rcu la ted .  The indeFendent i c e  chest  is f i l l e d  u i t h  
water and frozen. The i c e  is  contained i n  wicking n a t e r i a l ,  ind f i n s  ?-re 
incorporated t o  provide adequate heat t r a n s f e r  from the i c e  cnest  mocnting 
surface t o  the  i ce .  Closed c e l l  foam i s  incorporated i n  t k e  i c e  chest  t o  
serve as an i c e  expansion compensation device.  
A s  t h e  LCG coolant i s  c i rcu la ted  through t h e  plate-f in  LCG heat ex- 
chsnger, t h e  melting i c e  provides a heat s ink  which c o o l s  t h e  LCG coclant 
over t he  complete range of heat loads.  Temperature cont ro l  i s  provided 
by t h e  manual temperature control  valve which determines t n c  flow s p l i t  
between t h e  heat exchanger and t h e  bypass loop. 
When the  temperature i n  t h e  heat exchanger o u t l e t  exceeds 288.70~ 
('ncF), a s ign t h a t  a l l  t h e  i c e  h a s  melted and t h a t  t h e ' u n i t  can no longer 
s c t i s f y  t h e  cooling requirements under normal operat izn,  t h e  i c e  chest  may 
be set  t o  automatically convert i n t o  a water bo i l e r  'ty venting the  vapor 
passages t o  a vacuum ambient. Water within t h e  i c e  chest  i s  then in t e rna l ly  
transported 
subsequent evaporation of water is  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  coci  t h e  LCG cos:lant. 
by the  wicking material t o  a metal bo i l i ng  sur face ,  where t h e  
The i n i z i a l  charge and subsequent emergency recharges in  t h e  space 
vehicle a re  accomplished by f i l i i n g  t h e  i c e  chest  w i t h  water through a 
fill por t .  When t n e  i a e  chest  is  f i l l e d  with water, t he  f i l l  por t  i s  
2apFed snd t h e  i c e  cheat i s  r e f r ige ra t ed .  The ice chest  i s  ava i lab le  fo r  
use as soon as a l l  t!ie water in it has frozec.  
11 




Using t h i s  concept, recharging during EVA i s  conveniently accom- 
plished by mechanical remwal and replacement of the i c e  chest  port ion of 
t h e  subsystem. 
Retailed evaluation of t h e  many f ace t s  of t h i s  design including con- 
ductances, wicking devices,  i c e  expansion compensation device, i c e  chest 
s i z ing ,  evaporation mechanism and ove ra l l  subsystem performance f o r  both 
normal and emerkzncy operation are included i n  t h e  following sect ions.  
SUBSYSTFN FUNCTIONAL IjESCRIPTION 
The I ce  Pack Heat Sink Subsystem i s  a regenerable thermal con t ro l  
subsystem containing 7kg (15.43 lbm) of i c e  and caCable of r e Jec t ing  
heat i n  a range from 139.5 J/s t o  879 J/s (475 Btu/hr t o  3000 Btu/hr).  
A functional schematic of the subsystem i s  presented i n  f igu re  5 .  
The Ict? rack k a t  ;ink Subsystem cons i s t s  schematically of a l i q u i d  
heat t ransport  iooy containing i n l e t  and o u t l e t  f i t t i n g s ,  an accumulator, 
a pump, an i c e  pack heat s ink ,  valves,  a temperature sensor,  and themo- 
couples. The i n l e t  and o u t l e t  f i t t i n g s  are attached t o  a thermal h e a t  
source t o  simulate a space s u i t  l i q u i d  cooling gbrment (LCG).  By measuring 
t o t a l  flowrate i n  the  LCG and t h e  temperatwe difference a t  the two thermo- 
couples s i t ua t ed  a t  t h e  i n l e t  and o u t l e t ,  t h e  heat source may be measured 
and control leu.  
The accumulator ( I t e m  l ) ,  which pressurizes  t h e  LCG coolant upstream 
of t h e  pump t o  143 kilonewtons/m2 absolute,  dniImm (20.7 p s i a ,  minimum), i s  
a spring loaded diaphragm device. Locating it upstream of the  pump (Item 2)  
prevents pump cav i t a t ion .  Since t h e  accumul t o r  is  a gage device t h e  
pump i n l e t  pressure w i l l  be 4 1  kilonewtons/m’ absolute ,  minimum (8 ps ia ,  
minimum), i f  t h e  t o t a l  system is placed i n  a vacuum. 
Two needle valves (Item 31, one i n  t he  LCG heat exchanger loop smd one 
i n  the  heat exchanger bypass loop, allow adjustment of the coolant flow 
through each loop thereby allowing t h e  t o t a l  flow and t h e  flow s p l i t  t o  be 
precisely set. 
is bypassed around t h e  LCG heat exchanger, and during m a x i m u m  heat load 
conditions a l l  of t h e  flow is c i r cu la t ed  through it. A preset adjustsble  
o r i f i c e  (Item 1 4 )  is  included t o  bypass t h e  
exchanger loop. This adjustable o r i f i c e  i s  s e t  t o  maintain a minimum flow 
throug’! t h e  heat exchanger i n  t h e  event t h e  h e a t  exchanger loop needle 
During low heat load conditions most of t he  coolant flow 
needle valve i n  t h e  LCG heat 
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On the f ron t  panel are mounted t h e  main power switch ( I t e m  8 ) ,  the 
.-- -the emergency mode indicat ion red l i g h t  (Item 91, and t h e  switches for 
pump switch (Item 151, the normal mode indica t ion  white l igh t  (Item 161, 
providing override of t h e  vacuunt shut-off  valve - the overr ide closed 
switch (I tem 17) and override open switch (Item 18;. 
- 
I n  an ac tua l  flight system appl ica t ion ,  the ice chest w i l l  be replaced 
It is assumed tha t  e cart or vehic le  vi11 
The replacement i c e  chest is 
per iodica l ly  during the mission. 
be readi ly  accessible t o  the crewman, where the replacement i c e  chest  w i l l  
be stowed in an insulated compartment. 
v i sua l ly  inspected and redied f o r  i n se r t ion  i n t o  t h e  mounting frame. 
F i r s t  t h e  spent ice chest  must be removeti fromthe crewman's l i f e  support 
system. 
a three-way valve. This closes-off the s u i t  l i n e  and vents  t h e  ?ack s ide  
of t h e  bladder thus re l iev ing  t h e  pressure on t h e  ice chest. 
i c e  chest is then s l i d  out from the mounting frame. 
chest  is inserted end the bladder pressur iza t ion  l i n e  is repressurized 
by turn ing  the valve. 
partment. The actual method employed fo r  replacement is  dependent on t h e  
s u i t / l i f e  support system packaging design. For a f ront  mounted l i f e  sup- 
port system o r  integrated s u i t ,  replacement is r e l a t i v e l y  easy because it 
may be accomplished within view of the crewman's l i n e  of sight. 
mounted l i fe  support system, a donning s t a t i o n  and procedure may be  
required. 
The bladder pressur iza t ion  l i n e  is vented to vacum by turning 
The 
The replacement i c e  
The spent ice chest is stowed i n  the "used" com- 
For a back 
SUBSYSTM PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
A cut-away view of t h e  Ice Pack Heat Sink Laboratory Model i s  shown in 
For 
f igu re  6. 
( 1  inch) of Mn-IC insu la t ion  and mounted on top of a s t r u c t u r a l  frame. 
i c e  chest insertion i n  t h e  d i rec t ion  shown, t h e  f m n t  panel of the s t ruc tu re  
is opened. 
The i c e  chest  and heat  exchanger asscmbly are surrounded by 2.54 cm 
The pump, rrccumulator, ba t t e ry ,  vacuum shut-off valve, simal con- 
d i t i o n e r ,  and t e rmina l  box are attached d i r e c t l y  t o  the s t ruc tu re  base 
p l a t e .  
panel and is accessible  only when t h e  f ron t  panel is  opened. 
The adjustable  orifice is located on the  back s ide  of t h e  front C O ~ r O l  
The f ront  panel c m t a i n s  the  two flow regulating needle valves ,  t h e  
n o m ;  mode and emergency mode p i l o t  l i g h t s ,  t he  main power sv i t ch ,  t he  
pump switch, the  override open switch, t h e  override closed switch, and t h e  
flowmeter t aps  f o r  t he  heat exchange and the  bypass l i n e s .  
20 
The inlet  and o u t l e t  f i t t i n g s  f o r  connectlon t o  t h e  l i q u i d  cooling 
garment o r  dummy load are on the left side 8s is the f i t t i n g  f o r  t h e  
bladder p re s su r i za t ion  l i n e .  
Isometric 'Pictures of t h e  Ice Chest and Heat Exchanger are shown 
i n  figures 7 and 8 for t h e  normal and emergency modes, respect ively.  
This sec t ion  describes the i c e  chest and t h e  heat exchanger i n  detail.  
The heat  exchanger i s  m a d e  f r o m  aluminum w.d its construct ion c o n s i s t s  
of a s i n g l e  passage, six-pass p l a t e - f in  heat  exchanger. 
for t h i s  appl icat ion is  a 1.9 mm (0.075 inch) high f i n  with 9.5 fins Per cm 
(24 fins per inch) and a 0.076 mm (0.003) inch w a l l  thickness.  
be*ween passes is acconiplished by e n  i n t e r n a l  headering arrangement cons i s t ing  
of f i n s  cut and f i t t e d  a t  r i g h t  allgles and i n t e r n a l  pess separators.  
end s h e e t  facing the  i c e  chest  - t h e  hea t  t r a n s f e r  surface - is made m t r e  
t h i c k  t o  pennit f i n i s n  mchin ing  a f t e r  brazing. 
the  heat exchanger c iosure b a r s  around t h e  periphery of the hea t  exc'hanger a r e  
machined i n t o  t h i s  end sheet. The other  end sheet - side opposite t h e  ice 
chest - is  made out of standard aluminum sheet stock. The i n l e t  and 
headers are b r u e d  i n  place and are of standard heat exchanger header con- 
s t ruc t ion .  
The se l ec t ed  f i n  
Heedering 
The 
The passage separators  and 
The whole assembly is fluxless brazed. 
The i c e  chest  cons i s t s  of a housing,ctog, buna-l'? O-ring gasket,  wick, . 
and closed ce l l  foam pads. 
sheet m e t a l  wherein t h e  sides and f i n s  are spaced on a Ditch of 1.5 c m  (0.6 
inch) .  The f i n s  ran the  f u l l  length of the  i c e  chest  and from t o p  L O  
bottorr. The bottom of t h e  i c e  chest  i s  constructed of aluminum p l a t e  
stock machined wi th  grooves i n  which the f i n s  are placed and add i t iona l  
gi-ooves which a c t  as t he  vacuum passage during emergency operstioc. 
grooves run the  f u l l  depth of t h e  i c e  chest  between t h e  f i n s  and run i n t o  
t h e  vapor exhaust header. 
f i n s ,  is  a perforated shee t .  
t r a n s f e r  surface during emergency operation. 
b l y  described above i s  fluxless brazed t o  form a s t r u c t u r a l  u n i t .  After 
brazing, t h e  underside of t h e  bottom of t h e  ice chest  is f i n i s h  machined 
t o  ensure f l a t n e s s .  
The housing i s  constructed predominttntly of 
These 
On top  of t h e  vacuum grooves, and i n  between the  
The e n t i r e  sheet  m e t a l  assem- 
This perforated sheet a c t s  as t h e  boili.ng heat  
The spacing between each f i n  i s  1.27 cm (0.50 inch ) .  In se r t ed  i n  t h i s  
cav i ty  a r e  tvo  l aye r s  of 5 mm (0.20 inch) t h i c k  wicking material separated 
by a l a y e r  of 2.5 m (0.10 inch) t h i c k  closed c e l l  foam and foam r e t a i n e r .  
The'closed c e i l  foam is u t i l i z e d  t o  account t o r  t h e  expansion and contract ion 
of i ce .  
f i n s  and progressively freeze toward t h e  closed c e l l  foam. 
s t r u c t e d  of aluniinm p l a t e  stock and t h e  gasket is a buna-N O-ring. 
The theory i s  t h a t  upon being cooled, i c e  w i l l  form first at  the  
The lid is con- 
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Tkese ccnaucta~ces evalukted In d e t a i l  i n  the follouing three 
secticns. Thse inzivi i i t le  con5u:tmces were theo cmbined to obtain as 
r;verdl conauct81?ce u s i q  the reiaticnstlp. 
- ’The-effectiveness then uhs used to calculste outlet water tenpera- 
ture for various izilet.water temperatures: 
P Lo = Ti - E(Ti - Tf], 
where To is water octlet temperature, Ti is wz;cr inlet temperature, 
E is effectiveness, and Tf.is the freezing point or’ i-ztcr. 
fer rate thea w a s  aetemined: 
“Tie heat trms- 
where Y is the uater flov rate and c is the vater specific heat. 
Finally, gra$is vere &e to show the relationship -&one heat transfer 
ntt, i-ater flax rate, htzt si& in le t  t q r a t u r e ,  
ice nelted). Figure 9 sf,cws effectiveness versus ua%er weight flow fcr 
varisus t -s during L U F S  oprztion. 
tine {percent, sf 
The following three secticns evaluate the individcal rate-controlling 
cordactarces from the Lcc cooling water to the ice. 
at tine za-o arid for e.3ergency optrztion, tfie fin base-%-ice ( ~ r  to
koiiiag uatcr) comiuctancc is not rate controlling, m d  it is therefore 
iden .as Tofinite. 
For namal operation 
Ccnductence from LCG Water 
As zhe LCC coolirig v&er fhrs though the finned, multipass heat 
exck-er, iieat is  zrarssfsrred from the water, t h rcug t - the  firis, to tne 
hczt excharLger errd plate. Tine corresgomikg conductence is k., xkre i 
is tk :snveztion coefficient at t he  interface ana A is the effective &re.=. 
!&is wee 
A = AF + A , ? ,  
vnere -5 is the prizr? mea, A= is t ~ e  secondEy ( f i n )  s e a ,  ana 9 
is the frr. efficiency. 
+&I 0 
I 
The value of the conductance depends on heat exchanger configuration; 
tha t  is, on number of passes, face area, flov length, and f i n  height, 
spacina, thickness, and material. 
and f luid,  conductance depends on f lu id  f l o w  rate. 
design, conductance was determined for several flow rates, as ,"olfows: 
For a given heat exchanger configuratior 
Base3 on the  propxed 
Condtctance' 
J/S - % (Btu/hr - 09 
Tie values of conductauce, hA, were deteWne6 frun Hamilton Standard 
t e s t  data of t h i s  f i n  configuration which relates hA/V versus wh' /Af, where 
v is heat exchanger tore volume , w is uater f lou rzte, ~i 
passes, and Af is core face area. 
is n\nnger cf P 
In ter face  Contact Conductance 
When two surfaces are brought together forming an interface across 
which heat must flow, a discontinuity i n  the system temperature prof i le  
(figure 10) w i l l  occ-m at the interface. TIE temperature pmfile w i t h i n  
materisls (1) and ( 2 )  w i l l .  be a direct  function of t 'neir  thermal con- 
duct ivi t ies ,  kl and k2, but t he  definit ion oi the contact temperature 
discont imity is not so easily described. 
t h i s  definlt ion has been generated since the  late 1050's due to s t r i n g e n t  
aerospace requirements. 
comprises a maJor portion of the t o t a l  systan temperature drop a d  was 
the subject of considerable attention during the feas ib i l i ty  phase. 
Although t h i s  problem could have been avoided throcgh the u t i l i za t ion  
of a one piece ice chest/LCG heat exchanger, the inherent rlrawbacks of 
tha: ccnfiguration ( logis t ics ,  performance and potential  LCG freeze-up) 
would have produced problems with substantially higher development risk. 
Considerable attention t o  
In the  actual design, the co5tact resistance 
The actual area of the two materials i n  contact is a rather small 
fraction (possibly one t o  ten percent) of the projected area and is 8 
direct  function of the contact pressure or  force holding the joint  
together and the hardriess of the materials. 
the twcl  coatacting sixfaces resu l t  i n  peaks which join t o  form the 
effective heat flow area of the Joint. 
Frcducc a gap whick essentially in su la t e s  that portion of the heat 
flcw CLth (especially ir, a vacuum environmeot) . 
Roughness and flatness of 
The val leys  between the peaks 
Conductance can be 
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increased by increasiag t h e  contact pressure, vhich produces plast ic  defor- 
mation of the peaks thus irxreasing the effective heat flow area. 
soft materials may be applied t o  the  interface t o  deform under lob- load 
an12 f i l l  the valleys providing paral le l  paths for heat flow. 
t h e  higher t h e  p las t ic i ty  and thermal conductivity of the i n t e r s t i t i a l  
=terial, the  grea te r the  beneficial effect. 
Also, 
Obviously, 
. 
For t h i s  design, the  greatest hurdle vas i n  the extrapolation of 
W/m2 (8 p i )  or less. 
reported data down t o  a range of contact pressure achievable b a creuman 
during EVA. Much data is reported A t  loadings above 680 kHh’ (100 ps i )  
while loadings for t h i s  effort w i l l  be 54 Data 
fr- Reference 1, Appendix I are presented i n  figure ll and are t he  basis 
for  t he  following conclusiors. 
Contacts assembled i n  a pessurized environment W i l l  have 
substantial conductance at low applied loads as a result of 
gas trapped i n  the interface. 
joint  throughout a cne-week period during t h e  Reference 1 - 
testing . 
This gas persisted in the 
0 Wterlala having EL very fine finish,  which are assembled i n  
vacuum, have essentially zero conductance at zero contact 
pressure. 
0 Rougher materials, assembled in  a vacuum, exhibit some ccnduc- 
. tance at low contact pressares but verification of extra- 
polations t o  very lov loads is required. 
ductance drop-off app&-ently is quite high i~ i h i s  region. . 
The rate of con- 
r 
A contact conductance of 1132 J/s-m2-%, (200 Ftu/hr-ft?-OF) was 
assume& for  the assembly. 
contacts assembled i n  a pressurized environment such as t h e  lunrtr base 
or ssacecraft cabin,  but is unrealist ic fcr a vacuu assembly such as 
resupply during EVA. 
This velue is considered conservative for 
UllC 
kN/m* 
(PSI) CONTACT PRESSURE 
CONTACT CONDUCTfiXX DATA 
FIGURE 11 
m 
f 
- 
To attack this problem and improve conductance for all modes of 
assembly, the inclusion of an interstitial material is required. 
sented in Reference 2 end sh- in figure 12 Show an order of magnitude 
improvement in contact conductance through the application of silicoae 
vacuum grease and substantial imDrovements vfth indium, lead or gold. 
Although the grease appears to hold the highest performance potential, it 
poses the practical problems of contamination during assembly and excessive 
force requirements for disassembly. Mtr, presented in Reference 3 and 
Shawn in pi- 13 substantiates tb.e findings in  Ref‘erence 2 With contact 
Data Fre- 
pssures in the range of 136 - M I  ka/m;r (20 - 300 psi). 
The designed unit has lead p1c;i:ig applied t o  the relatively rowh, 
approximately0.81 micro-meter (32 micro-inch) finish of the 
P rough finish will provide the p e a k s  necessary to Load andplasticaLly 
deform the lead with the intended .jb of filling’the vzlleys m d  voids 
between the two ccntactirrg su i3css .  For this reason it slso wou:d Be 
desirable to provide an equalLy “rough” finish on the mating surface 
sf the ice chest. 
2 0.1 micro-meter (4 micro inch) f i n i s h  on th is  part to minimize 
f r ic t ion.  
heat excharger. 
Potentiel disassembly problers, hmever, have d i r b t e d  
Several other materials and applications were considered because of 
Copper w a s  eliminated by corrosion 
Although indium has a 
their effect on contact conductance. 
and storage requirements. Aluminum was disregaraed because identical 
mat.erials will cold veld under vacuum conditions. 
desirable effect on contact conductance, its cost is prohibitive wher? 
compared to lead. 
apFlicable thari leafs and foils, as leafs and foils will tear, necessitating 
replacement uhen the ice chests are removed and replaced. 
ing is thus the most effective means of improving contact conduci-;=o by 
use of interstitial materials. 
A plating procedure for the lead w a s  deemed more 
The lead piat- 
As presented in Reference 3 and f igure 13, the use of lead plating uiU 
increase the contact conductance by appraximately 200 times over thet 
obtained with bare aluminum 2024. Thus, to get an overall contact conductance 
of 1132 J/s-G-% (200 Btu/hr-f’t*-~) requires a base metal junction contact 
conductance of only 5.67 J/S-$-% (1 --ft2-0~). ~ h e r e f ~ r e ,  +,his portion 
of the design more than meets the requlrmenta, holding the discontinuity in 
the syst= temperature profile (figure 10) to a minimum. 
- 
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Fin-To-Ice Conductance 
The f i n a l  heat r e j e c t i o n  stage is t r a n s f e r  of heat from t h e  f i n  base 
t o  the  melting ice. Most of t h e  heat passes up tile f i n ,  through the water 
(melted ice) ,  and i n t o  t h e  ice. The rest of t h e  heat  flows d i r e c t l y  f r o n  
t h e  f i t ,  base,  through t h e  water and i n t o  the ice. 
when ice is  in contact with t h e  fins, t h e  heat goes directly from t h e  f i n s  
t o  th2  ice. 
Early i n  t h e  mission, 
To determine the fin-to-ice conductance v e r t i c a l  and lateral recession 
a n a l y t i c a l  models were used, and t h e  results w e r e  averaged. The r e s u l t i n g  . 
values were as follows: 
Percent of I c e  M-lted 
C 
50 
100 
,Conductance 
J/s -OK ( Btul hr-OF) 
Q Q ( relative ) 
180 (341) 
105.5 (200) 
Wiiih no i c e  melted t,.e conductance ,s of course f i n i t e ,  bu t  It may 
The a n a l y t i c a l  models discussed he re  are represented i n  
be considered i n f i n i t e  relative t o  the conductances discussed i n  previous 
sect ions.  
figure 14. 
I n  t h e  v 2 r t i c a i  model, the ice is always i n  contact w i t h  p a r t  of t h e  
f i n ,  as it recedes v e r t i c a l l y  fromthe base t o  t h e  tcJp of the  f i n .  Heat 
t r a n s f e r  through t h e  water from t h e  f i n  and f i n  base is negl igible .  
Essen t i a l ly  a l l  of t he  heat passes upward through t h e  f i n  t o  t h e  f in- ice  
i n t e r f a c e  st 273.10K (32'F). 
described by 
The rate of heat  trmsfer is t he re fo re  
q = kAmb 
where k i s  t h e  thermal conductivity of  t h e  f i n ,  A i s  t h e  cross sec t iona l  
area of the  f i n ,  AT i s  the  tenipemture drop from t n c  ?YE base t o  t h e  
f in- ice  i n t e r f a c e ,  and x I s  the  height of t h e  f i n .  For any heat  t r a n s f e r  
rate q, t he  temperature drop may then be calculated as 
as x var i e s  from zero at the  s t a r t  of thth mission t o  t h e  to ta l .  f l ?  neignt 
a t  the  end of t h e  mission. 
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~ r t  the l a t e d  zmiei, the i c e  is never in contact v i t h  the f i n  (except 
at ti- zero), and its surface TS a unifora distance froa the fio. 9eat is 
fransferrd f r a n  the Sri base -- along the f i n  and latzral’y throxgh ule 
up;ter to the aelting t c z -  8eat also flars frcm the fi5 base direct ly  to - 
t3e Ice, but t h i s  uas neglect& to generate a ctmservzit5ve desig-.  
beat Ziux f”rcw aay point of the firr to the ice is aescri’bed by 
”3.e . 
-&c,re h is the the& zszid.3ct:vity of sater, AT is the teizpeiat1n-e 
differeoce betveen the fin and the ice, ax5 x is the liistaace from, the  
fin tc the ice. Fer tie catire fin, the heat transrer ?&’,e is therefcre 
described by 
36 
Wicbing Device 
k uicking device I s  used i n  the i c e  chest  as z xa te r  trans;ort  nediur! 
to t h e  boi l ing  p l a t e  surface h i e &  all the ice ?ias melted. 
sctuated shut-off valve 1s ac t iva ted  exposire t h e  v a r x  exhaust header to 
v a c x i ,  vater evaporates off t he  boiling p l a t e  surface.  
u t i l i z e d  to keep water always in contact with t h e  surface.  
X5en the soier,oic 
The vick IS 
ikter flou i n  a s i c k  not fed by a reservoi r  is caused by a Wick density 
a r i v i r 4  force; i-e., the s d l  c a p i l l a r i e s  p u l l  uattr from the i a rge r  
tecillaries. 
Tcese f a c t s  vere  corroborated by test during the  design of the i c e  chest. 
Tiese tests are represented p i c t o r i a l l y  i n  figure 15. 
A wick with uniform cap i l l a ry  diameters rill not induce _41ow. 
3? 
As represented ty figure I%., a vet vick vas t e l d  against  a hct SIX- 
face and compressed t o  pradiice said1 c a p i l l a r i e s  zt t h e  t c t  en.i. I n  t h l s  
case, water vapor could be observed forming at the hot exi .  Frgurc '-5 b 
dep ic t s  %he case vhere a vet Kick ~ 8 s  held against a hot siuface and zoz- 
pressel? at t h e  end of t h e  vick a m y  from t h e  hot surface. In t h i s  : X S P ,  
ne x a t e r  vaiKjr v s  observed, axmi t h e  uick beg= to ?,urn st t he  hot end. 
Eiese r a t h e r  sizple tests dramatically a e m n s t r a t e d  30th thr w i c k  lerxit:; 
d r i v i s g  force 8tia tte nsc3 for t h e  uick t o  be compressed i n  a cantrcLled 
zariier at t h e  ice cnest 
c o i l i r e  surface. 
bo i l ing  surface, t o  e::s-are xzwr f l c x  t ~ .  ;::e 
Along x i t h  t h e  need for the uick t o  be caapressible  t o  ensure w&:rr 
t r anspor t ,  s eve ra l  o the r  facets vere also considere5. 
csciliary iricking head, unich is t h e  height of w a t e r  t h a t  a wick can a & r & ~  
vhai giaced v e r t i c a l l y  with one end in a l i q u i d  iuFgiF- 
s u f f i c i e n t  cap i l l azy  w i t i r i n g  head vi11 p-ovide the Froper vater retentior: 
is ?.ne ice ce l l  =her ia R one-g testing etiviromnent. 
iiripping i n t o  the v a p x  passages uhere t n e  p o s s i b i i l t y  of freezirg e x i s t s  
whec the passages are vented to vacuum. 
Dr,e o f  these  x 8 s  
A uick 35th 
3 5 5  Frecllides -atrr 
Amther aesigr. criterion ii.s :hat t h e  vick should have high Forasit?. 
Forosity is de f i r ed  as t h e  vicu.  id veluse divided 'cj; zhc uick tz ta :  
volme.  A uick cr' high pcrositj: xill provide fer a smaLfer I ce  chest 
s i ze  than one wi?h low parosi ty .  
2aSl.e I shovs candidate u i c k i q  materiais and x m e n t s  oc each. from 
e b i s  ir?foxnation Zacrsn C67DA 18/.o65 uas chosen based cn c a p < - s s i l i l i t y ,  
c a p i i l z r y  wickiw i;e&, m,d p:osity considerations.  A comparable v k k i ~  
-zzteri.:L WES then tested io determine ;rater flow c h a r a c t e r i s t f c e  vken 8 
iaaii is Sppiied. 
A miief'ice chest ce l l  uas made of Plexiglas ,  f i l l e d  with uicliing 
=,.sterlzl, expansicn roan and water, and hot air w a s  *3L.loun ever it. Tiif 
--. :,4-. ,. - - . . 
- .  . .:. :.':.2. Sink Subsystem is t o  be used, t he  wick cart t r anspor t  enougt 
.tt..-:- LC ;at-: s f y  t k e  heat  load reqJirements. 
L-X t~ ascertr+in whether, f o r  t h e  range of condi t icns  i n  uhicii t h e  
_ _  
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T e s t  resiiits hr: 2ictte.i in figure 16. The znief :ei vas run 01: a 
Temperature measzeztelits uere td ien by 
u e i g t t  sc.ais u i t k  r e z 2 2 q s  t s i e n  over specified ti-+ intervals tc determine 
:LP mott?t cf zettcr +-rsFcracizg. 
a thennccsupfe at the cel l  madel evaporatinq surface. The results indi:r;,t.-, 
t h a t  far this appl icat ion t h e  wick can pass s u f f i c i e n t  vater flou to 
s a t i s f y  all hea: loads required d u r i q  e~nergency operation in the Tc:. ' 5::- 
iieat Sink Subsystem. 
in t h e  ice ekest- can be uicked t o  t h e  b > i l i n &  surface befcre t h e  X ~ C K  
b e c a e s  flcu iimited by t k  empfying of the large c s 2 i l l a r i e s .  
3 . e  results also i nd ica t e  t h a t  6% ta 705 sf ti:-: ---zzc:. 
Eech uater cell in tbr ice chest  heat s ink  has a l a y e r  of  c losed cell 
;*cam x t i l f z e d  as zc ice expansion canpeastion i tofce \ reference figures 
7 wa 8). 
vater and frczeu.  
---.tri . .- .: exparisicn cf the f r c e z i w  vetcr voulii e i t h e r  c u e  t h e  u n i t  t o  
r;zyture G r  fcrce v a t s  snd ice in% the vapor h e d e r  yssages ,  which 
co-dd cause a i f f i  l i i t ies durir.6 eiutsgency operaticr.. 
srcssitle expansion device vas needed to avoid thesz  iri!!erent d i f f i c u l t i e s .  
Table I1 shous SI ccmparison of seweral candidate mtesials  for the ice 
expznsion caqxnsa t i cn  device. 
-Prior t o  ice chest use as a neat si&, the unit is f i l l e d  uith 
X:tt?~df, an i:e expansicn compensation device, the VC;;- 
Therefore, a cm- 
. L 
U Hamilton . -,. w..4 ._ __. . - -..- 
Standard a. 
62.1 48.3 
[ I I ,  (9; f 7; 
0 
75.9 103.5 89-7 
r13: i lS !  
SINGLE CELL STRULYURE 
FIGURE 18 
43 
Of t h e  candidate materials, neoprene was chosen f o r  i ts compressibi l i ty ,  
closed c e l l ,  non-ebscrbentproperties, and l ack  of po ten t i a l  contaminants. 
The neoprene w a s  then checked f o r  behavior i n  a vacuum environment. 
The perimeter of a test piece of neoprene vas constrained on all but 
one siae, and t h e  test piece was placed in a bell 5a.r .  
from 101.3 M/m2 abs (14.7 ps i a )  t o  3.15 kE/m2 abs (0.5 ps i a )  and t h e  ex- 
pansion of t h e  unconstrained end of neoprene was measured. 
p lo t t ed  in figure 1'7. 
I of t h e  neoprene closeu cell foam w i l l  increase 65% without rupture .  
unconstrained t h i s  closed c e l l  foam viU force l i q u i d  vater through the  
perforated metal bo i l i ng  surface when t h e  vapor exhut  header is vented to 
vacuum conditions.  This s i t u a t i o n  could then cause iciag condi t ions i n  t h e  
vapor passages o r  solenoid shut-off  valve. Themfore,  the  closed c e l l  foan 
ice expansion compensation device is constrained aga ins t  expansion. 
Pressure vas reduzed 
Results are 
From t h e  figure, it can be seen t h a t  l inear  dimensions 
If l e f t  
Figure 1 8 g i v e s  a de ta i l ed  schematic of t h e  designed ice chest water 
cell,  showing t h e  cons t ra in t  of t h e  closed cel l  foam and t h e  means of 
maintaining t h e  wicking material against t h e  m e t a l  bo i l i ng  surface. 
I ce  Chest Sizing 
The i c e  chest  is designed t o  r e t a i n  7 kilograms (15.b3 pounds) of 
watez. 
(2ftc) t o  provide an overa l l  thermal contact  conductance 04 211 J/s-% 
(4GO Btu/hrl*). Basic water c e l l  dimensions (reference figure 18) are 
2.5 mm (0.10 inch) width f o r  the ice expansion compensation device,  
5.1 Illm (0.20 inch)  width on either side of t h e  ice expansicn cmpensation 
device f o r  w a t e r  f i l l e d  wicking material, and 2.5 CIC ( -10 i x h )  wide 
aluminum f i n s  on t h e  outs ide  of t h e  wicking material. . 
The face area i n  contact  with the  LCG heat exchanger is 9.1% m2 
A n  attempt was made t o  keep t h e  i c e c h e s t  - UX; heat excknger in t e r f ace  
a rea  as square as possible  t o  minimize def lec t ion  of t h e  in te r face .  
on these requirements, t h e  i c e  chest  is composed of 28 c e l l s  (25, f i n s )  on 
an overa l l  dimension of 43 cm (16.9 inches).  
(17.03 inch) height t o  provide tne required 0.186 m 
Allowing 20% blockage fcr t h e  wick, a c e l l  height of 7.11 cm (2.8 icches)  
is needed to hold t h e  required 7 kLlograns (15.43 its) of water. 
Based 
This equires  a 43.3 ern 5 (2 ft2) sur face  area. 
U 
Standard c16 
Overall Subsystem Performance for  Normal Cperation 
- 
represented by figures 19 through 2?-. 
from the  LCG cooling water t o  the  ice  pack h e a t  sink versus w a t e r  fiov 
rate through the heat sink heat exchanger, with in l e t  water temperstwe 
as a parameter. Each graph is for  a different point i n  t i m e  when no ice  
is m e l t e d ,  half the ice is m e l t e d ,  and the end of the mission (all ice  
jus t  'Itelted). Only three temperatures are shown, but interpolation is 
linear. Application of these graphs may be i l lus t ra ted  by considering 
Figure 19. 
inlet temperature, an LCG cooling water flow i-ate of 5.66 g 1s (45 l b  /hr )  
through the heat sink is required for a heat load of 586 J/S (2000 Btu!hrj. 
Tne rest of the 30.2 g/s (240 lb/hr) LCG cooling sater is bypassed 
around the  heat sink. 
Thermd performance ot the ice  pack during normal cperatior? is 
T:,e::e plot neat t f f n s f e r  rste 
A t  the start of the mission with a 29?.0°K (75%) heat sink 
Water temperature at the  inlet of the  LCG is: 
T - 0 - 2 3 W 3 0 - 2  = 297.0-0.238 x 586/3@.2 =- 292.5% 
i 
LCG host e x c h q e r  ccre pressure drops were also calculated for Lcc 
water inlet. temperatures of 283.2% - 305.3OK (50% - 9 0 9 )  over a flou 
range of 0 - 30.2 g / ~  (0 - 
43 cm (16.9 inches) by 43.3 cm (17.03 inches) single passage, 6 sass! w i t h  
ruffled aluminum fins.  
(0.003 inches) thick, with9-5 f ins  per cm (24 f ins  per inch). Core pres- 
sure drops were calculated based on Hamilton Standard test data for  t h i s  
f i n  and are presented i n  figure 22. 
240 lb/hr) . The LCG heat exchanger is aluminuo, 
The f ins  are 1.9 mm (0.075 inches)high, 0.076 nun 
Rnergency Operation 
An eaergency operation is considered t o  exist during EVA when all the 
Ice i n  the ice  chest has melted. A thermoswitch a t  t h e  LCG outlet  of the  
heat exchanger activates 8 vacuum shut-off valve which vents t he  ice  
chest vapor passages t o  ambient vacuum. The reduction i n  pressure causes 
water t o  boi i  at the metal boiling surface. 
maintained by tbgnsfox-mirrg the ice  chest i n t o  a water boiler. 
U G  thermal conditioning is thus 
45 
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FLOW THROUGH HEAT SlNK - G/S (LB/HR) 
HEAT SINK PERFORMANCE WITH NO ICE MELTED 
FIGURE 19 
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HEAT SINK PERFORMANCE WITH ICE HALF MELTED 
FIGURE 25 
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ICE PACK HEAT SINK SUBSYSTEM 
FIGURE 22 
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3 arleqxrateiy p-edict the evaporant temperature at the zeta; Sciling 
s w f a c e ,  it is necessary to have pressure drop charecteristics as a fiu;ction 
of we:@ ffw, since ewporant temperature is depefident crt t k e  grzssure 
at the =eta2 :ailing surface. Pressure drops during -rgenc,v rprzit-ion 
collsfst cf ?::1,pr Fassagc pressure drops and orifice pressure d r o p -  
-- 
J lese 23 p c a e s t s  8 s c h ~ t f c  of the Papor passages. The t e t d  pressllrt 
- +  &cp is sucdivided into four parts. 
Pressure &wp for a square aitered el-- bend of 79.2” based on t‘ie 
ffox ic the cutside cell. . 
0 F,-ic:ivnsl pressure drop in the header- 
- 
-zessrue &rap bte to contraction in  the exhaust port. 
_ -  r i g w e  2k pr3sezts e- -.= passage pressure drop ct.rve as a ~unct ion 
of era_oorart vater f+. 
yrcc&ure. -‘-% - : 
Appendix &-bresep%s saqle calculations <,or tGis 
. -  
. .- - 
. -  
i h  criOice is >lac& &c-wnstream cf‘the vapor sassage exhaust port tc 
c~ntrol the cverlioerti ficv of vnter vapor. 
is a Foist of freeze-up. 
bt law 9-61 
teaperature of 2?3.1% (32%’) 
and the d n b m  hest 1- has been reached. 
there is also a‘&&xi=o;Pa cooling load that the orifice can accoacnodate. h i s  
is a result of hi&cr-pressure drops c u e d  by an Cncreased -?low equirezet 
at higher heat I-. . -  
For .any xiffce s i z e ,  tcere 
This is caused by the vapor pressure falling 
ase lu te  (J.OM5 p i a ) ,  vhich is equiyalerit to a sawrati@z 
A t  t h i s  p i u t ,  ice is f o W . i n  t h e  orifice 
At the other ecd of tkespectrm. 
- .  . .: - 
.t the pressure at the metal boiling s-uface irsreases due to the 
ificrc.5sed pressme drop, the evaporant tempe!raSlrre at the metal h i l i n g  sw- 
face .-is: increases. 
evar; Y:---.T temper*:* ures can no longer satisfy +&e LCZ flov/teqeratcre 
reqtiraects. 
Eventually, the wint is reache3 where the nigher 
ICE CHESC VAPOR PASSAGE CONFKURATION 
FIGURE 23 
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For t h i s  application, tvo orifices are eaployed. The f i r s t  orifice 
diameter of 7.9 mm~ (0.311 inch) v i l l  f'reeze-up for a heat load of 117.2 J/s 
(w Btu/hr) and provide effective operation up t o  111 J/s (1bOO Btu/hr). 
Allowing some overlap, the second orifice diameter of 15.0 oplp (0.590 inch) is 
designed to freeze at 366 J/s (1250 Btu/br) and to  provide require6 cooling 
for t h e  unit u&er a 879 J/s (3OOO Btu/hrj heat load. 
A sample of orifice calculations is included i n  A p p d i x  E. 
The following comms~ ts on the exhaust tube design resulted fram ar, 
analysis : 
0 The line between the ice chest outlet and t h e  orifice, because 
of its s ize  and its sharp edged inlet, does nct provide a flow 
pattern uhich enables accurate predicticri af orifice size re- 
quired for a given flow rate and upstream pressure. A rounded 
inlet, larger diaaeter tube, and p s s i b l y  greater leagth are 
"required t o  establis4 the  ful ly developed flov upstream of the 
orif ice required for accurate prediction. 
The high Mach numbers in the l i n e  upstream of t h e  orifice, parti- 
cularw i n  the vena contracts at the M e t ,  increase the prob- 
ab i l i t y  of vapor condensation shocks occurring in t he  exit line. 
Relatively high Mach numbers mag also be present downstream of 
the orifice at high heat loads. 
result i n  depositing liquid i n  the exhaust l i ne  vhich vi11 
subsequently fl-eeze. An external liquid t r ap  is required tc 
drain off condensate. 
Vapor condensation shocks v i l l  
The calculated pressure drop in  the exhaust-line ses suffi-  
ciently marginal with respect t o  requireaents tha t  manufacturing 
tolerances o r  distortion o f the  l i n e  due t o  hendling could cause 
PA Increased pressure drop, vhizh w o u l d  back-pressure the  boiler 
causing an increase in  evaporant temperature. 
ment of tolerances and relatively non-flexible l ines  have beek 
incorporated. 
Careful establish- 
Heat exchanger performance was calculated by 811 anaiysis of t h e  
conductive heat t r a n s f e r p t h  from the W C  cooling wter t o  the boilirlg 
vapor. This pkth included the aforementioned contact conductance and t h e  
pure metal mass of the ice chest end plate. 
boiling surface is: 
The cocductivity of :he m e t a l  
54 
where P is the  fraction of piatebpen area t o  t o t a l  area, Q is  t h e  tterrtai 
conductivity of the metal, KL is  the thermal  noneuc'.ivity of the  xater, ar.d 
K ~ F  is the overall thermal conductivity of the me?&; boiling surfsee. The 
rate of kat  transfer 6oun the  m e t a l  boiling surfaze is therefore descri'ce8 
a_ = K m -  A - AT/x 
%. where b is the cross sectional area of the  netal 'boiling surface, x is the 
&stance - the  edge of t he  uietd biling surface to the  Zce expszisioo 
compensation device, a d  AT is the temperature rircp along the  plats. 
- 
For any heat transfer rate q, tne temperature drop attributable tc 
each of these conductances can be calculated. 
can then be used to  calc-date an overall conOuctaace UA by use cf the 
The total  temperature &OF 
1 
r -  relationship ~- -- _ > - -  
1 = AT - -
G'A 9 .-_ 
--- 
vnere AT is t h e  t o t a l  taapemture drop from the LCC cooling water t o  tne 
cvapormit surface. This cverall  conductance is ass*med t o  be a constant 
over the range of heat loads encountered during emergency operatioc. 
all effectiveness during emergency opezation was determined W e d  CP 
counter flow theory a d  I s  presented in  Figure  25. 
O;-er- 
.- 
Overall Subsystem Performance for Rnergeney Oserstion - 
The overall neat transfer rate awing emergeucy operation is defined 
bY 
Q = W C  (Ys - To) 
wkere To is water outlet  temperature, Ti is water i n l e t  temperature, W is 
the vater rlov ra te ,  and c is the water specific heat. 
is  used t o  determine water outlet  temperature for various water in le t  
t emperatwes 
The effeztivzness 
55 
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where E is effectiveness and Tm~p is the evaporant temperature of the 
metel bojling s&ace. 
Ice Peck Heat Sink S u b s y s t e m  perforaiaace during emergency opera- 
tion w i t h  each of the orifices is presented by figures 26 through 30. 
Appene B cont+aS sample calculations for these condftions. 
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The purpose of cmduct ing f e a s i b i i l t y  tes t i r lg  was t o  cktair. i ~ t a  ..\. of ac tua l  perfomznce , t c  be carrelFted -.:itn ana ly t i ca l iy  yea::.,, J 
performmce. 'i'nis performance Zorrelat lon verifie?. design feas ibI  1: ty 
an4 alloved ~ O Y C  precise perforaance cz lcu ia t lons  :L Pe ze ie  f z  t i x  
la'?oratory d e n w s t r a t i o c  model hardvare . A design feas:i$il;:.y hr r ixvre  
t e s t  plw. w a s  w r i t t e n  to d i r e c t  t h e  f e a s i b i l i t y  :,ihr;lware 
i s  inc lude i  i n  Appeiiaix C .  
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T L i  scale design feas ib i l i ty  testing of t h e  ice ?:?eye ?--: - - .  
cooled neat exchanger vas i n i t i a l l y  performed at PCOTJ. erizje:.t *:. -I, - 
and provided data necessary t o  evaluate the ab i l i t y  of the ice ::.s-- - 
withstan9 repated freeze-thav cycling. Further room ambie=it t.:ztFn,; a.2 
performed on the ice-chest/LCG heat exchanger cabina t ion  t,? e*YYie . .  t'i, . 
krtable  Em- Console and develop proficiency in rig operatf;r. z-: :.zp 1- 
w a r e  handling techniques- 
Ice chest operation and vater boiler o p r a t i o n  ti:on v-v: -. ==: * :? - 
ir, vacwz environment ut i l iz ing  the procedures specifled. i r .  =.. . 
and 5.4 of the Design Feasibil i ty Tes t  Plan, except the  kzrd \-?e :e; 
t i o n  of the heat transfer interface surf e could not be ~ C C ~ ~ ; A : C : - C  1. 
vacuum chamber could not pull d m  t o  13% mmKg vacuum vitt  the instrurer.:er 
i ce  chest in the  chamber because o f t h e  previously mentioned 1ed:agn eitv 
t he  themcouple w i r e s .  t t e  hard vacuilm evaluaticn cf the ~ ~ 2 . -  
transfer interface surface vas ieschedulkd t o  be zccmplished iliaring the 
Development Test, in accordance a € h  the kieha l  program pian. 
: -. 
Therefore, 
The i n i t i a l  tes t ing conducted at roam ambient proviaed considerable - 
The useFulness of these tests fcr zerfc,r- experierrce vith t h e  test setup. 
mance evaluation, however, was limited by the fact tha t  the chest c k -  
tained an interim wick material vhich had a relat ively infericr water 
absorption capability. 
chest, aegradingthe uni t ' s  potential performance. 
not extensively analyzed. 
As a result, large air pockets were prssent Tr. :i:.- 
This data Therefare xes 
In the subsequent the-vacuum tests the i c e  chest w a s  reassembled 
w i t h  t he  optimum vicking material and an improved loading prccedure 
devised tc obtain a satisfactory charge. 
ducted in the ice  operating mode and tvo in t h e  bo i l i rq  (evaporative) 
mode. 
440, and 879 J/s {TOO, 1500, and 3OOO Btu/hr) . 
loads of 293, 4k0, 5e6, and 733 J/s (lO00, 1500, 2000, and 2500 B+.u/hr) 
w e r e  imposed. 
sively analyzed. 
Four combined t e s t s  iiere con- 
In the ice  mode the t e s t s  evaluated operation at heat leads of 205, 
In the  emergency mode heat 
Ice pack operational performance i n  these tests uas exten- 
The performance vas compesed to predicted performance by super- 
imposing the t e s t  data on the predicted performance plots, figures 36-49. 
Reviev of the  data shows tha t  the i ce  mode perfcrmance w a s  as expected at 
879 J/s (3000 Btu/hr) while a t  440 and 205 J/s (1500 and 700 ~ u / h r )  
performance was satisfactory, but Louertbn predicted. 
The temperature drop across the contact surface previously had been pre- 
dicted to be 4.16, 2.08, and 0.97% (7.5, 3.75, and 1.75-1 for respective 
heat loads of 879, 440, and 205 j/s (3C00, 1500 and 700 Btu/hr) for a 
vacuum contact. 
vith trapped air. 
differential near the outlet and middle of the heat excharger at several 
heat loads. 
Laver temperature drops vere anticipated for contacts 
Table I11 gives the heat exchanger contact temperature 
Ice nVaCn 263.2 (14) 257.8 (4.5) 
Ice vac " 978 (3200) 259.3 ( 7 )  258.8 ( 6 )  
Ice AMB 403 (1375) 257.2 ( 3 )  258.8 ( 6 )  
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L w 
A t  938 J/s (3 i .M Btu!hr) the  contact temperature 3 i f fe ren t ia l  w a s  as expected; 
bovever, for  :ne lmr heat loads it vas much hfgber with the exception of 
the  aabient test case. 
A bluing test of the  contact surface showed t ha t  t t e  contact 
F'urthermre, there is a lack of Lamplete consistericy 
--in the data. - zones only covered appmxhately 20 percent of the total surface due to 
l e d  plating build-up at tte edges. 
be expected to be five times tfie predicted values. 
agmeaaent with t h e  tcst data. 
resulted fYom rariaticms i n  the  surface rpating due to the  lead build-up. 
The ambient- case showed that the tergerature drop was less than i n  VILCU, 
On this basis :;?e contact AT might 
This is i n  general 
in the  data may have The inconsistency 
as expected. 
Figure 4.6 shms effectiveness versus time for t h i s  test 6x6 2s as pre- 
dicted. 
freezing a t  the evapraai~ surface occurred as q c t e d ;  hmrever, it is 
pertinent that  as the heat load vas increased tc h k  S/s :1500 BtuJhr) 
the Prozen vick vas unable to adequately feed vater t o  the evaporant p la te  
vita the resultant degrhdat.ion i n  effectivmess and wFfomSnce coted i n  
-1-s 47 and 48. !?eve-ztheless the  unit  continued t o  perfom adequatekv. 
"=he test was not nan t o  completion, so no assessment af effective ut i l iea-  
tio? can be W e .  A second evaporative node test at heat loads of 586 and 
733 a / s  \2100 and 2500 Btu/hr) shoved that p e r f o m c e  approxkated pre- 
dictions *en the  unit had not been prenriousw fYozen. 
Since the test started v i th  a heat load of 291 J/s (1WL %ujhr), 
A 
h e  Fredicted effectiveness for the  respective heat loads was 3.96 
ssd  0.69 versus 0.94 and 0.6G actually acEeved. 
Hest excbmger inlet aad outlet  absolutci pressures vere raonitcred 
dur5r.g the tests. 
tes ts .  
The higher pressure drop is attributable in part t o  inaccuracy of measuring 
caused by measuring absdute  pressures rather than a del ta  pressure and 
due t o  'the fact ebt  this data includes f lometer  and line pressurt dnps.  
Figure 49 shows tbe pressure drop versus flow from all 
Predicted pressure dro? VBL. approximately one-hslt that measured. 
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The conclusizns o b k i n e d  f r o m t h e  f eas i5 iL i ty  test program a r e  l i s t e d  
beLou : 
0 Heat excbanger l iquid pressure drop as recorded is t u i c c  pre- 
dicted. 
0 Ice mode 879 J/s (3mO stu/hr; performance agrees with preuict izn.  
0 Temperature drop across t h e  hes t  t r a n s f e r  surface i s  higher than 
ant ic lpated.  Bluing test of contact zones correlates with tes t  
results. 
0 Farther t e s t i n g  w i t h  an improved contact surface - - m i d  be required 
t o  ident i fy  reasons f o r  s a t i s f ac to ry ,  brrt lower than predicted,  
ice mode performaxe at 4b0 and 295 J!s ( 1 j G @  w d  700 Btu/hr) . 
Ehergency mode t e s t i n g  demonstrated basic  f e z s i b i l i t y  of t h i s  
operating rccde. 
r e su l t ed  i n  freezir ,a.  
u s  net ,  but performance was degraded, probably Cue t o  vick dry- 
out .  
t h a t  Ferfornance is approximately zs expected. 
P.f, 293 ,T/s (LOO0 Btu/hr) t h e  l a r g e  o r i f i c e  
Subsequent 43C >/s (1592 Btu/hr) heat  load 
Further t e s t i n g  v i thcu t  heving frczen t h e  wick dezonstrated 
0 Evaporant surfcce t e n p e r a p s e  is as predicted - within 1.6T0K 
( 3OF) 
U t i l i z i ~ g  t h e  results derived fron t h e  f e a s i b i l i t y  t e s t  program t h e  
s i z i n g  0; t n e  i c e  chest  ar.d 'LCG heat rxchm-ger w e r e  judged t o  be s a t i s f a c t o r y  
for incorporation i n t o  t h e  Lab !Godel deslgn. Further development e f f o r t  was 
judged t o  be required t o  inprove t h e  f l a t n e s s  of t h e  L , X  heat  exchanger l ead  
coating and t o  f u l l y  evalzlate t h e  v3 te r  r e t e n t i o t  c a p z k i l i t i e s  of t h e  
e x i s t i n g  wick expansion eompersbtlon device uht: used with deaerate? water. 
Changes i n  t h i s  area w e r e  minzr and i n  no uay impose" a constraint 02 Lab 
Model system design aqa pac&.lng. 
The M c  Xs?el s y s t e z  was designe2 u t i l i z i n g  syster: flow 6nd heat 
t r r - .  -er data developed priinarily during t h e  f e a s i b i l i t y  &'rdutt"e ana lys i s  
task. 
The purpose of conducting dmelopolent t c s c i w  was t o  obtzln data of 
actual perfomance, to verify satisfactory perforrusnce of the unit. 
t z a t s  Prom the  Depelopnent Test Plan were used t c  investigate various 2ce 
chest Ixx: heat exchanger in?-erface configmatiom and t o  check cut an al ternate  
wic Is/ expansion compensation configuratim. The Developnent T e s t  Plan I s  
included as Appendix I) and t-he aeVelopnent test log sheets are ix luded  a s  
Appendix E of t h i s  report. 
Selected 
Developnext t e s t  harhm consisted of the  pret-ious-g manirfecttlred ICG 
H e a t  &changer (S/N 1) and ice  chest (S/N I), and en additional ICG Seat 
& a n g e r  (S/N 2). Modifications w e r e  mde t o  t h e  ICG H e a t  &changer p h t i r g  
technique t o  allow investigation of different interface corzigurations. 
nal ice chest bardwalv was manufactured t o  allow testirig of an altermte wick/ 
expansion compensation configuration. 
Inter- 
The design and assembly of the  development. test r i g  was canpleted i n  
ar:xdance with the Tlevelopment Tes t  Plan. 
feaszbi l i ty  hardware tes t  r i g  w i t h  modif'icatioos t o  w i d e  for  be t te r  deeera- 
t i o n  of the ransport fluid,  and the  addition of c i rcui t ry  t o  allow checkout 
of the  vabpr passage shutoff valve and controller. Figure 50 is a sch-ti: 
of the  devebpent test setup and f i g w e  51 is a schematic c;f the vapor 
passage shutoff valve a d  contmLler setup. 
This t e s t  rj& uti l ized the  
Prellmlnary &velopnerrt tes t ing was perforneed c:: e? '!Improved" wick/eqansIon 
compensation configuration. The main advantage of t h i s  configuration, sham 
in figure 52, is t h a t  t he  exyeision c q e n s a t i o n  device - large open c e l l  semi- 
rigid foam - is pressure balanced, thereby e lh ina t ing  the forcing out of 
water when the  ice  chest vacuum passage is depressurized. 
performed very sat isfactor i ly  as a water boiler and dumped l i t t l e  or no water 
( < 60 m l )  into the  exhaust duct trap. 
tion was poor in the ice  melting mode; Bhe semi-rigid f c a  was insufficient 
t o  preload the  frozen wicks against the ice chest f i n s  whenthe wicks s tar ted 
t o  t b a w  and contract. 
and the  P i n s  during t h a w i n g .  The closed c e l l  sponge mterLa1 i n i t i a l l y  used 
has stleficlelrt preload t o  push the wicks in to  corkact with the  fins.  Tn any 
evart, the  semi-rigid open c e l l  foam version did not perfmu sat isfactor i ly  
i n  the  i ce  melting mode. 
The configuration 
UI;fortrmately, harmer, the configura- 
It is speculatedthat gaps opened up between the wicks 
The original restrained closed c e l l  expansion compensation device was 
readopted with a modification inst i tuted t o  niniolize the abjectionable dumping 
of water during vacuum operatioz. 
apply$ng a preload t o  the m e t a l  containment plates t o  squeeze the foam rubber 
spproxinrately 25 percerrt pr ior  t o  Installing the  tef lon res t ra in t  cording. 
This procedure ensured that all of the slack was taken out of the teflon 
restmint cording and thereby r n w z s d  further growth aUring vacuum expowre 
Specifically, the charv-e consisted of 
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as i l lus t ra ted  i n  figure 53 . 
I n  fact, improve t h e  wafier dumping problem, lowering it Into the 600 m l  range. 
This quantity, whfle significant, is  s m a l l  enough 80 that it does not clog the  
l iquid trap aud hence causes no operational p r o b l a .  
T e s t  data indicated tha t  the rcodification did, 
m.11 scale irrterface investigation tes t ing was in i t ia ted  t o  assess the 
interface temperature drop for the in te r f ice  condltiom given i n  Table IV. 
Testing was performed in the  boililig mode ut i l iz ing the "bproved" 
The boiling mode was chosen wic'k/expansion compensation configuration. 
bemuse it allowed continuous tes t ing without requiriEg refreezing betw.-t:n 
runs. Also, the  greater endurapce capability i n  the boiling mode allared 
l ower  runs a t  deep vacuum (lo-&: to r r ) ,  thereby making more eff ic ient  u s e  of 
the  test faci l i ty .  
figuration was c m c t e d t o  account f o r  s l igh t ly  different heat loads and 
canpared t o  the f e w i b i l i t y  hardware temperature drop. 
allowed pcwt'omnce prediction based on t he  performance obtained durlng feas- 
i b i l i t y  testing. 
The ixmperature drop acro86 the interface fo r  each con- 
This canperison 
Description of Preliminary Dwelopment T e s t  R u n s  
3 g h t  runs were conlucted during the praliminary development tes t ing 
as stnmerlzed in Table N. 
follouing sections. 
A brief discussion of each zwn is  presented i n  the 
As expected, the bare aluminum on bare alumiiium swface condition pro- 
duced very poor heat transfer, result ing in a relat ive tenperatwe drop of 
approximately 2. Relative temperature drop is defined as <:e r a t i o  obtained 
by dividing the Interface tmpemture drop of the run under Insrestigat-an by 
the  interface temperature drop of the  f eas ib i l i t y  configuration run. 
Run #2 
A 0.10 mm ( 0 . ~ 4  inch) thlck lead foil "gasket" was insertad betweer, t h e  
bare alumlmm! 8iulr"aces and produced a re la t ive temperature drop of 1.06. 
is  believed tha t  the two air  gaps (aluminum t o  lead and lead t o  aluminum) 
increased tne temperature drop. 
It 
#3 
The lead foil was epoxy bonded t o  the heat exchanger t o  eliminate one 
aluminunto lead e:'r gap. 
t o  1.25. This increase can be at t r ibuted t o  two factors: the drop t.hrough 
the reletive1.y thick, approximately 0,075 mm (0.003 inch), epoxy and the  uneven 
lay of the bonded foil. 
improve t h i s  interface co~figuration. 
Unf'ortuna5elythe relat ive temperature b o p  increased 
It i s  believed tna t  improved boncliilg techniques could 
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This run u t i l i zed  the feas ib i l i ty  configuration and was considered a s  
the standard run. 
The lead plated heat exchanger used i n  run #4 and i n  the feae ib i l i ty  
testing was reworked t o  remove the lead ridge around the outer border. The 
surface was scraped t o  the point where a bluing test showed no high points. 
This configuration was tested and showed a relative temperature drop of 0.85. 
It was decided t o  r u n t h e  deep vacuum testing with th i s  configuration. 
0 
-#6 
~ e e p  vacuum testing (10-4 t o r r )  of the run 6 configuration produced a 
re la t ive  temperature drop of 0.94. W s  was extremely encouraging because 
it showedthat the interface temperature drop characterist ics of th i s  con- 
figuration a t  deep vacuum were bet ter  than those of the f eas ib i l i t y  hardware 
a t  200t(. 
performance requirements. 
The feas ib i l i ty  hardware was good enough t o  more than meet program 
#7 
*creasing the interface loading pressure run #6 t o  34.4 H/m* A 
( 5  psid) produced a relat ive temperature drop of 1.03. 
Run #8 
A fur ther  decrease of the interfece loading pressure t o  20.7 kN/m2A 
(3  psid) produced a relative temperature drop of 1.05. 
LAB MODEL CONFIGURATION D- T E S m N G  
A t  t h i s  point i n  time sufficient date had been compiled t o  allow selection 
of a configuration for the  lab model hardware t o  meet the program requirements. 
A lead plated heat exchange with the lead ridge around the 0utt.r border 
removed was chosen as the lab model configuration. 
satisfactory performance and appears t o  be reasonably durable, juuing from 
the number of runs made during feas ib i l i ty  and developanent testinq. 
This configuration provides 
The configuration selected for the ice  chest wick/expansion camgeneation 
assembly is the same basic one u t i l i zed  i n  the  f eas ib i l i t y  hardware. 
improvements w e r e  made t o  t h i s  configuration. The wicks were cut j n t o  smaller 
pieces and separated, t o  prevent the wicks frm losing water if the  i ce  chest 
were set up on end, as  i l lus t ra ted  i n  figure 53. The expansion compensation 
sandwich, consisting of two metal plates  with an inside piece of closed c e l l  
foam, is held together by teflon cording. 
approximately 25 percent by a fixture during the cording process so that  no 
Two 
The sandwich is precomprassed 
94 
slack exists in the  cords of the completed sandwich. This is important because 
any slack in  thecordswould allow the sandwich t o  grow during vacuum (boiler) 
operation therby expelling water  Into the vapor passages. Runs made during 
lab model configuration development testing indicated that the water expelled 
during vacuum testing had been cut i n  half c-red t o  the w a t e r  expelled by 
the feasibi l i ty  configuration. 
H e a t  froad Time t o  Melt 
J/s (BtU/hr) ks (hrs - min.) 
16.56 (4 hrs. 36 min.) 
5.28 (1 hr. 28 min.) 440 ( 1500 
~ 879 ( 3000 2.64 ( 44 min.) 
139 5 (475) 
N l  scale development testing was conducted on the  fillal Iab Model hard- 
ware configuration. The analysis of this one-g operation data had two specific 
purposes. Firs t ,  the analysis w8s intended t o  confirm that the Iab Model Ice  
Pack Heat Sink Suksystem meets a l l  reqeemerrts of the  NASA ARC "Specification 
for Ice  Pack H e a t  Subsystem for ESttravehicular Activity", Specification No. 
2-17'753, contained i n  Appendix B. Second, the analysis was used t o  generate 
optimum methods for collecting data necessary for predicting the performance 
of subsequent ice  chest designs. 
Normal Mode Tes t ing  
Testing of the m e l t i n g  i ce  mode of ageration confirmed that the unit holds 
the design w a t e r  ma88 of 7 kg (15.4 lbm) and that cooling loads Qf 139.5-879 J/s 
(475-3000 Btu/hr) could be maintained. For an ice  mass of 7 kg (15.4 lbm). the 
predicted times for a l l  of the  ice t o  m e l t  while providing the required range 
of cooling loads are presented i n  Table V. 
TAJ3I;E V 
PReDICTED ICE MELTING TIME 
During the melting cyclee, various IC% heat exchanger/bypass water f l a w  
split8 were used t o  mairrtaln appropriate unit outlet temperatures. The resul ts  
of these melting cyclee a re  depicted i n  Table V I .  
95 
TABLE VI 
MELTING ICE TEST RESULTS 
Ekrgency Mode Test- 
Testing of the water boiling mode of operation was conducted over the 
range of heat loads of 139.5-879 J/s (475-3000 Btu/hr) for i :  nmximm UX; 
water f l a w  rate of 31.5 g/s (250 lbm/b). 
For a unit cooling load of 879 J/s (3000 Btu/hr), WG outlet  temperatures 
between 293,PK and 295.3% (69-729) w e r e  maintained far mer 7.2 ks (two 
hours) . 
for t h e  440 J/s (1500 Btdhr) load, whi le  t h e  LCG outlet  temperature m s  main- 
ta ined  a t  284.3-284.8OK (52-534E) for the  139.5 J/s (475 Btu/hr) load operation. 
ICG outlet  temperatures of 254.3-287.8oK !52-56.50~) w e r e  sustained 
For t h i s  emergency evaporative mode of operation, overall uni5 effective- 
ness ra ed frm 0.477 t o  0.615 for an ICG water flow rate of 31.5 g/s 
(250 lJhr), as canpared t o  a predicted effectiveness of 0.680. A s  the  
contact conductance between the ICG heat exchanger and the ice chest is the 
predominant factor affecting overall unit effectiveness, analysis of the test day indicated unit contact conductances of 543-862 J/s-mZ-OK (96-152 Btu/hr- 
Ft -9) i n  the develaprment uni t  as opposed t o  a design value of 1134 J/s-mz-OK 
(200 Btu/hr-ft2-%). For a ncminal i ce  chest emergency mode effectiveness 
of 0.546, the contact conductance would be 685 J/s-mz-OK (121 Btu/hr-ft2-0F). 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions w e r e  derived from the development test program: 
0 
0 
The unit  holds 7.0 kg (15.4 lbm) of water. 
Cooling loads of 139.5, 440, and 879 J/s (475, 1500, and 3000 
Btu/hr) can be satisfied for both the normal melting ice  and 
emergency water boiling modes of operation. 
0 Appropriate water temperatures can be maintained. For normel 
operation uni t  ou t le t  temperatures a t  302.60K (859) ,  294.2OK 
(7OOF), and 282.7-284.8OK (49-539) correspond t o  heat  loads 
(475 Btu/hr), 440 J/s (1500 Btu/hr), and 879 J/s 
respectively. 
96 
 or emer ency operation unit  out le t  temperatures of 284.3-284.8% 
(52-5397, 284.3-287.8% (52-56.5%), and 293.7-295.3OK (69-=OF) 
correspond t o  heat levels of 139.5 J/s (475 Btu/hr), 440 J/s 
(1500 Mu/&), and 879 J/s (3000 Btu/hr) respectively. 
0 While the development test results do ncrt provide suff ic ient  
data t o  precisely extrapolate performance maps fo r  normal and 
emergency modes of operation, contact conductance is 50-60 per- 
cent of the analytical  value of 1134 J/s-mZ-OK (200 Btu/hr-ft2- 
9) resulting i n  a lesser overall unit  effectiveness than that 
predicted analytically but s t i l l  within the effectiveness required 
t o  meet performance requirements. 
Reduction of t h e  test data indicates that optimum data u t i l j za t ion  may be 
obtained if the fo l lmbg  steps were taken during any subsequelit testing. 
Normal mode operation should be run a t  139.5-440 J/s (475-1506 Bt~/hr) 
over a wide ICG heat exchanger water fluw spectrum, ignoring the 
unit mked out le t  temperature. 
0 Accurate contact conductance measuring points should be ut i l ized t o  
obtain precise temperature different ia ls  far a 879 J/s (3000 Mu/&) 
load application in both normal and emergency operation. 
0 The emergency water boiling mode should be run over the  whole 
spectrum of ICG heat &changer water f la t  rates. 
This teat sequence would provide a complete series of unit effectiveness 
maps far both normal and emergency modes of operation. 
Acceptance Testing 
Acceptance tes t ing was performed on each of the two functional laboratory 
model Ice Pack Heat Sink Subsystem i n  accorCince wi th  the Acceptance Test Plar. 
i n  Appendix F . Acceptance Test Log sheets a re  included i n  Appendix 0. 
Table~Isummarizes  the results of the Acceptance Test. A l l  acceptance 
t e s t  requirements were met. 
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VAPOR PASSAGE PHSSUKE. DROP 
A- i 
For the case of I500 Btu/hr heat load, assume evaporative temperature 
of approximately 37"F, giving a vapor pressure of .lo8 p i a  (steam 
tables). For 37'F, absolute viscosity in  a near vamnn i s  
8.8 x poise or 
2.13 x lo-' IbnJhr-ft. 
A t  37 OF, 
hfg = 1073 Btu/lt+,,. 
Therefore, 
W =  tu/lb, = 1.40 lb,,,/hr 
Analyzing each section serparately : 
1) Cell drop: Cell crss sectional area = A; equivalent diameter = Deq 
A 
Deq = d076/8/4 = ,311 inches 
= .38 x ,2  = .076 inches2 
Since flow has an uneven distribution take condition.; at the half-way 
point and apply them for half the total length. L = half length. 
L = 17.03/2 - 8,515 inches 
L/Deq = aOsi5/.3ii = 27.4 
Half flow per cell = W C  
wc = 1.40/(28)(-) = .b25 lb,,,, Ir/cell 
Calculate Reynolds Number, Reynolds Number = 
p , p w c x D e ? x l z  
p - X  A 
.025 x *311 x 12 b = m  x 2.13 x 1lJ-2 = 57.3 
A- 1 
Since this is laminar flow, smooth ducts, set 
f 64/R, l a 1 1  
therefore, 
A P  = f(# q 
where q = dynamic head in  psia. 
By definition, 
and v q x m  144 
*re v is specific volume in ft3/1b,,, 
is weight flow in  lbm/hr 
A is area in  inches2 
g is gravitational constant 
V is velocity in ft/sec 
v (273:&7(;025) 3mTcT 144 = 35.9 ft/sec 
s = 4  a 2  . = .0000509 p s i  
AP 0 1.14 [27a4)(.0000S09) 0 .0015 psi 
2) Mitered bend: 
AP = hq 
For a 79.2'F bend, A =  1.25 
using the outside cell 
0 a 1.40/28 a 0 5  lb,&r/cell 
v = 2732 ft3/lbm 
A = ,076 inches2 
A- 2 
PS i 
A P  = (.0002O4) (1.25) = .00026 psi 
3) Frictional header loss: 
for a rectangle, 
Defining at the midpoint 
a = .2 inches 
b = .975 inches 
I& - ,332 inches 
half len-gth L = 4.125 inches 
L n =  12.4 
In the header take the midpoint of each half 
A = .2  x .975 - .WSO inches2 
and a quarter of the total flow 
w = 1.4@/4 - .35 lbm/hr 
to approximate the flow distribution. 
Calculate k y n - ~ d s  nuher. 
-- 335.7 (b 35) ( e  332) (12 Re (.1950)(2.13 x I:-')
Lmine r , therefore 
f p 64& 5 .191 
Following the same procedure as abose 
19% - .00152 psi  
A P  = f(b)(q) = (.191)(12.4)(.00152) - ,0036 psi 
A- 3 
4) Abrupt contraction into out le t  port: 
Outlet diameter - .667 in es 
&tlet area = .349 in*esp= b u t  
Inlet area = A m =  (.2)(.38)(28) = 2.128 inches2 
For an a b r q t  contraction, 
A2/A1 = -164 
A P  = h q  (q defined in contraction) 
and 
)r = l%Cc = (.4)(1) = .4 Frum SAE Aeronautical Report No. 23. 
Defining velocity head at  the outlet ,  t o t a l  flow 
V = .- &%- = 438.4 ft/sec 
= .0076 ps i  
A P  - .4 x .0076 = ,0030 psi  
Total pressure drop: 
cell - .0015 
bend - .00026 
header - .0036 
contraction - .0030 
,00836 psi  
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ICE MEST ExHwsr LINE PRESSURE DROP AM) ORIFICE SIZES 
B-I 
A. Pressure Drop Calculations (see figure 1 - B  for exhaust line geametry). 
Exhaust line pressure drop w i l l  be calculated assuming: 
1. A flow corresponding to  1250 Btu/hr heat load on the ice chest - 
1250 
0 = = = 1.16 1b.hr 
2. A total pressure entering section 1 corre onding t o  saturation 
pressure of H20 a t  32'F, i.e. .08854 IblL?? 
3. The i s e n t q i c  critical pressure ratio across the orifice. 
Pressure drop calculations proceeded from the exhaust line inlet, 
section 1, t o  the exit. Ihe purpose of these calculations w a s  to deter- 
mine that the exhaust line geometry permits the assum3 flow rate a t  the 
assuned inlet and exit pressures, i.e., that the caladated pres- a t  
the exhaust line exit is greater than the nominal ambient pressure of 
400 p.  Consequently the calculations do not predict an actual exhaust 
line AP (which w i l l  of course always be the inlet minus the ambient 
pressure) or the pressure profile in  the line. 
In sections of the line where the calculated Mach number is less 
than .3, incqressible  relationships were used: 
L G2 
JJ ZgP AP = 4f 
f = f ( k )  
Where the Mach Number is greater than .3, tabulated F m o  line 
(compressible adiabatic flow w i t h  friction) relationships were used. 
In using these relationships, 4f L is evaluated and subtracted from the n 
4f lakx associated with the Mach Number at  the beginning of the section. 
'Ihis gives the 4f bmx at the end of the section, and values for exit 
I)
Mach W e r  and total pressure associated with this 4f Lmax may be 
L) 
obtained. 
(the approximate value for water vapor). 
T
Figure 2-B is a plot of F m o  line relationships for = 1.3 
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Sample Calculations 
I. Section 1 
The to t a l  density a t  the inlet is: 
The velocity and Mach Number which 
to t a l  density are: 
.000302 lb/f t3  
would be associated with th i s  
= 461 ft/sec vo = -= w (1.16/3600) 
A Po (f x (g)') x .000302 
Vo 461 = r = m =  .344 
However, the velocity depends on the static density. Evaluating the 
static density at  a Mach Number of .344: 
P =(;I isentropic - .942po 
For more precise evaluations the static 
should be further i terated upon, but the 
was used fcr the following calculations: 
.65 1.16 
T Z X n  
I 
d G  l4 (3' 
&=7= 021 
density and Mach Number 
above value of Mach M e r  
= 1290 
4 f  (laminar) = & =  64 64 = ,0496 
B- 4 
IT. Orifice 
The isentropic critical pressure r a t io  for V =  1 . 3  is .S46. 
fore, the value for  t o t a l  pressure downstream of the orifice assumed 
There- 
W a s :  
= P"UpStrern x .546 = .1)858 x .546 = .046& lo/m2 
111. Section 2 
The to ta l  density a t  the in le t  is: 
The velocity and Mach Nunher at this density are: 
= 164 ft,'sec 1.1fi/3600 
( g x  (3-j x .00016 vo = % =  
164 Mo = m' .122 
A t  th i s  Mach W e r  f low is for all practical purposes incompressible, 
sc tcjtal density is  used i n  tb : following calcril3:lons * 
Re= 
1.5 1 16 
T X  0 I T  - 
.021 = 558 
R-5 
The manufacturer of this flex hose recommends multiplying the 
friction factor for a smooth tube with an I D equal to the inner 
corrugation diameter of the flex hose by a factor of 4 to  obtain 
an effective friction factor. Therefore: 
64 1.75 44= p g p c 1 . 5 x  4 = .535 
B. 
where Kf = 2g ( secz)(h2) = 1.202 x 10l1 
h 7  ftz 
The pressure a t  the exit t o  the section is therefore: 
.0468 - .00025 5 .0465 lb/in2 
IV Sections 3, 4 and 5 
A t  the flow rate considered, the remaining sections may be treated 
as incompressible, and the equations described for section 2 applied. 
Additional considerations in these sections are: 
Section 3 - The 90' miter bend w a s  assigned an equivalent of 59. I7 
Section 4 - The entire valve flow length was considered t o  be the 
minim ID. 
Section 5 - 'Iko 90' bends with r/d of 10 were assumed and assigned 
an equivalent L of 29. A corrugation factor of 4 was IT 
applied to  the friction factor in this sect ion. 
Calculated values for each section are presented in Table 1-3. 
Orifice Size Calculations 
The orifice size required t o  pass a given amount of flow in the ice chest 
exhaust line cannot be calculated precisely because the flow in the tube 
upstream of the orifice is not i n  a fully developed state. Consequently 
two methods of calculation were used, and the smaller of the calculated 
values w a s  recomended since it was desired t o  have an upstream pressure 
B-6 
1 r n C 1 L r ' S  
SECTION I NUMBER 
1 1290 
Orifice 
7 
L 5 58 
3 600 
4 670 
5 211 
UAm 
NUMBER 
(inlet) 
.366 
.122 
.144 
.195 
.lo6 
EOUIV . 
CALCULATED THEMXWNAMiC CHARACTERISTICS OF 
ICE (3IEST H20 EXHAUST LINE 
TABLE I-B 
INLET OUTLET 
Po PSTA Po PSIA 
B-7 
I 
.222  .0885 
.OB58 
,535 .0468 
7.0 .@465 
.63 ,0421 
.0858 
.0465 
.0465 
.0421 
.0414 
higher rather than lower than the saturation pressure corresponding t o  a 
32 O F  temperature. 
The first method is frm Shapiro 17)pDynamics G Thermodynamics of Compres- 
s ible  Fluid Flow". 
a sharp edged or i f ice  discharge coefficient is calculated which is to  be 
applied to  the isentropic choked flow equation. 
the or i f ice  vena contracta: 
lhis method a s s w s  a zero upstream velocity, and 
For sonic velocity in 
7r C -  = .716 
= -  JiG .0857 d d =  m .001645 lb/sec in2 
Therefore, for a flow raze of 1.16 lb/hr  (1250 Btulnr heat load on the 
ice  chest), the required or i f ice  area: 
D = d g x  ,273 = .59 in 
The second method is from Crane, Tedmical Paper No. 410. 
coefficient is calculated based on the Reynoldls number of fully 
developed flow upstream of the or i f ice ,  and an expansion factor,  Y, is 
F l i e d  to  the incompressible equation for  flow through a sharp ,dged 
oFifice. From plots i n  the Crane paper, pages A-20 and A-21, assunling 
an or i f ice  to  pipe diameter ra t io  of .8: 
The discharge 
A t  Re = 1290, C =1.23 
and a t  the c r i t i c a l  AP across the or i f ice ,  
Y * .78 
B -8 
line required orifice diameter is therefore: 
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This plan of test defines the Design Feasibility Tests to  t e  
performed by Hamilton Standard on the Ice Pack Heat Exchan~ar 
and Ice Chest per SVSK 86020 and SVSK 86016. This t e s t  prcgram 
is intended to  provide information necessary to  verify opela- 
tional performance of the Ice Pack Heat Sink Subsystem. 
2 . 0  Test Sequence 
This test program w i l l  consist of the following tests whid w i l l  
be performed in the sequence defined: 
1) Evaluation of wicking device, screen device, and ice 
expansion compensation device. 
2) Evaluation of ice chest operation - ambient ennronment. 
3) Evaluation of ice chest crperation - vaculpn environment. 
4) Evaluation of water boiler operation. 
Ijeviation from the defined test procedure or test sequence a r i l 1  
require prior approval of the cognizant project engineer. 
3.0 Test Media 
The test media for test sequence 1) arid test sequence 2) w i l l  be 
as&ient a i r ,  
sequence 4) will be vacuum. 
The test media for test sequence 3) and test 
4 . 0  Test Equipment 
The tests for this program w i l l  be conducted as follows; T t s t  
sequence 1) and test sequence 2) condu+ed in HSD SSD Advrulced 
Engineering Lab. Test sequence 3) and test sequence 4) coli- 
ducted in  HSD SSD Spxe  Laboratory. 
Except for the R i  8 vacuum faci l i ty ,  portable equipnent 
defined by t h i s  plan of test will be utilized. 
ccnnpatible with t a e test unit and the test requirements as 
5.0 Definition of Tests 
5.1 Evaluation of Wicking Device, Screen Device, and Ice Expansjlm .- 
tomensat ion Device 
c-2 
5.1.1 Instrumentation 
5.1.2 
Item - Range Accuracy 
Scale 0-100 lbs. f .1 lbs. 
F1 owme t e r 0-1 GPM f .OS GPM 
Temperature Indication 0-100'F 2 % O F  
Test Setup 
This t e s t  is performed on the bench. 
the water and a hot water source is required to  melt the ice. 
Fiwre 1-C schematically i l lustrates  the test setup. 
A freezer is required to  freeze 
5.1.3 Test Procedure 
a) With ice chest cover removed f i l l  ice chest with d is t i l l ed  water, 
taking care to  preclude any trapped air. 
added. 
Record vc?me of water 
Weigh ice chest before and af te r  addition of waxer. 
b) Observe distribution of water in the ice cavities. 
c) Refrigerate the ice chest unt i l  a l l  the water is frozen. 
Determine 
i f  there is  any leakage of water into the vapor cavities. 
Observe the distribution of the ice and the adequacy of the 
ice expansion coi~pensation device. 
d) Couple the ice chest to  the LCG H/X ar.d flow H20 a t  0.5 GPM 
and 90°F through the LCG H/X. &serve the melting prGcess by 
probing the wicking material wit!! a thin plast ic  rod. Make 
a sketch i l lustrating the plan view of the nelting pattern 
in  progressive stages. 
e) Repeat the freezing and thawing process 1 0  tines and observe 
the results per c) and d) above. 
5.1.4 Test Requirements 
The quantity of d i s t i l l ed  water to be f i l l ed  into the  ice chest 
must be 15.4 lbs .  m in im.  
eliminate trapped air from the wick material. 
Evaluation of Ice Chest Operation - Ambient Errvironment -
Every attempt must be made t o  
5.2 
5.2.1 Instrument a t  ion 
Quantity I tern - Accuracy Range 
1 24 Channel Temperature 
2 Flowmeter 0-1 GPM ? .os GPM 
1 Wattmeter 0-2500 watt f 10 watt 
3 Pressure Gauge 0-30  PSIA f .OS PSID 
Recorder - copper/cm, 0-90°F f O.l°F 
d, Y cl 
P 
a) Clamp an insulated frozen ice chest t o  the heat exchanger and 
ivs ta l l  the f e s i b i l i t y  test hardware j n  * L ~  '.+,Tvtnry bmch 
.- < -  : 2.1; si0;ili i n  figure 2. 
b) Apply a load of 3000 Btu/hr t o  the ice chest and D)' controlling 
heat exchanger flow, maintain the LCG inlet  temperature a t  
50°F. Record a l l  heater loads temperatures. flows, and 
pressures per paragraph 5.2.4 of tnis document. 
c) Re?eat steps a) and b) \%it11 3 io& of 1531, Bt11,'hi a d  an LCG 
inlet  temperature of X ' F .  
d) iiepedt steps a )  and D) with a loa3 of 175 k4,'hi d an LCG 
inlet temperature of 85'F. 
e) Repeat steps a) and b) with an LCC inlet  temperature of 70°F 
and the following heat load profile: 
Load @tu/hr) Time (minctcs? 
475 
1000 
2000 
3000 
2000 
1000 
2000 
3000 
1500 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Run until temperature a t  
LCG H/X inlet  cannot be 
stabilized. 
Attempt t o  restabilize LCG 
H/X in le t  temperature. 
5 . 2 . 4  Test Fu-, qui xments 
Each of the four tes t s  must be run unt i l  the i c  in the ice chest 
is completely exhausted. This condition caii be recognized by the 
irlabilitv of LI~* system t o  maintain relatively steady s t a t e  con- 
ditions. For each run record the following s t e d y  s ta te  conditions: 
1. Heater power. 4.  Pump inlet  pressure. 
2. Total system flow. 5. LCG H/X in le t  pressure. 
3. KG H/X bypass flow. 6. LCG H/X outlet pressure. 
C-5 
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For each run record on log sheets at 3 min intervals, temperature 
vs time for each of the 24 thermocouples (Reference figure 3-C). 
Evaluation of Ice Chest Qeration - Vacuum Erxinmnent -5.3 
5.3. I - Instrumentation 
Item Accuracy -Quantity 
1 24 olannel Temperature 
2 Flowmeter 0-1 GPM .) .OS GPM 
1 Wattmeter 0-2500 watt + 10 watt 
4 Pressure Gauge 0-30 PSIA f .OS PSID 
4 Pressure Gauge 0-15 3SIA f .OS %ID 
Recorder - copper/con. 0-90°F f O.l°F 
5.3.2 Test Setup 
This t es t  is performed on Rig 8 in  the SSD Space Laboratory. 
F i w e  4-C schematically i l lus t ra tes  the t e s t  setm. 
5.3.3. Test Procedure 
a) Instal l  the ice pack model minus the Ice chest in  the vacuum 
chamber of Rig 8 and p l d  up the hardwme per figure 4. Close 
the solenoid SW and se t  the N2 absolute pressure regulator 
to  vacuum. Note: The vapor ressure passage pressures are not 
used during th i s  portion of t K e test. 
b) Install  an irsulated frozen ice chest in  the ice pack model. 
Evacuate the vacuum chamber to  500 microns or less and main- 
tain a record of vacuum vs time for the entire run. 
c) Set the absolute pressure regulator t o  8 PSIA and a l y  a load 
of 3000 Btu/hr t o  the ice chest and by controlling E a t  
exchanger flow, maintain the LCG inlet temperature a t  S O O F .  
Record all heater loads, temperatures, flow, and pressures 
per paragraph 5.3.4 of this document. 
d) Repeat steps b) and c) with a load of 1500 Btu/hr and tm 
LCG inlet  temperature of 70'F. 
e) Repeat steps b) and c) with a load of 475 BtAr and fiM; inlet 
temperature of 8S°F. 
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5 . 3 . j  (Continued) 
f)  Repeat steps b) and c) while Slowly increasing load above 
3000 Btu/hr unt i l  it is no longer possible to  maintain LCG 
inlet  temperature a t  SOOF. 
g) Repeat step f)  with absolute pressure regulator set a t  5 PSIA. 
h) Repeat step f) with absolute pressure regulator set a t  3 PSIA. 
5.3.4 l'es t Requirements 
Each of the tests must be run unt i l  the ice in  the ice chest is 
completely exhausted or the system is overloaded. 
can be recognized by the inabili ty of the system to  maintain 
relatively steady s t a t e  conditions. For each run record the 
following steady state conditions: 
This condition 
1. Heater power. 4. Pump inlet  pressure. 
2. Total system flow. 5. LCG H/X inlet  pressure. 
3. LCG H/X bypass flow. 6. LCG H/X outlet  pressure. 
7. N2 pressure. 
For each run record on log sheets a t  3 min intervals the 
following : 
8. 
9. 
Temperature vs time for egch of the 24 thermocouples. 
Vacwm chamber pressure w time. 
5.4 Evaluation of Water Boiler ODeration 
5.4.1 Instrument a t  ion 
Quantity I tem - Range Accuracy - 
1 24 Channel Temperature 
2 Flowmeter 0-1 BM f .os GPM 
1 Wattmeter 0-2500 watt 2 10 watt 
4 Pressure atage 0-30 PSIA f .OS PSIA 
4 Pressure hage 0- 15 PSIA 
Recorder - copper/con. 0-90°F ? OIloF 
5.4.2 Test Setup 
This t e s t  is perfonned on Rig 8 in  the SSD Space Laboratory. 
Figure 4-C schematically i l lus t ra tes  the test setup. 
5 .4 .3  Test Procedure 
a) Instal l  the ice pack model mim the ice chest i n  the vacuum 
chamber of Rig 8 and plwnb up the hardware per figure 4-C. 
c-10 
Closc tlw solcrioid SOV 'and sct  thc  N2 absolute pressure 
regulator to vacuum. 
b) Install  an insulated unfrozen ice chest i n  the ice pack model. 
Evacuate the vacuum chanib er and maintain a E C C ~  of vacuum 
vs time for the entire run. 
c) Close the bypass needle valve and open the main flow needle 
valve. 
d) .Set the  absolute ressure regulator to  8 PSIA and apply a 
load of 3000 Btu /K r to  the ice chest. When the LCG mlet 
temperature exceeds 8 5 O F  open for solenoid SOV. Adjust the 
bygass needle valve to  maintain the LCG inlet  temperature a t  
50 F. Run unti l  LCG inlet  temperature cannot be maintained. 
Record a l l  heater loads , temperatures flows , and pressures 
per paragraph 5.4.4 of t h i s  document. 
an LCG inlet  temperature of 70'F. 
Btu/hr and an LCG inlet  temperature of 70°F and decrease the 
heat load 100 Btu/hr every 15 minutes until  freeze-up occurs. 
e) Repeat s t ep  a) ,  b) ,  c) and d) with a load of 1500 Btu/hr and 
f )  Repeat steps a) ,  b),  c) and d) with an i n i t i a l  load of 1500 
g) Repeat d ) ,  e) ,  and f) with an alternate orifice.  
5.4.4 Test Requirements 
Each of the tes t s  must be n m  unt i l  the water in the wicking is 
depleted as much as possible. This condition can be recognized 
by the inability of the system maintain relatively steady s ta te  
conditions. 
conditions : 
For each nm record the following steady s ta te  
1. Heater power. 6 .  LCG H/X outlet  pressure. 
2. Total system flow. 7. N2 pressure. 
3. LCG H/X bypass flow. 8. Vapor passage pressure #le 
4. Punrp in le t  pressure. 9. Vapor passage pressure 12. 
5. LCG H/X in le t  pressure. 10. Vapor passage pressure 113. 
11. Vapor passage p res sus  #4. 
For etch run record on log sheets at 3 m h  intervals the 
following: 
12. Temperature vs t ime for each of the 24 t hemoup les .  
13. Vacuum chamber pressure vs time. 
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1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
5 .1  
5.1.1 
QUANTITY 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
scope 
This plan of test defines the Developrent Tests t o  be performed 
by Hamilton Standard on the Ice Pack Heat Exchanger and Ice 
a e s t  per SVSK 86020 and SVSK 86016 and the Vapor Passage Shut- 
off V a l v e  and Controller per SVSK 86216. 
intended to  provide infonnation necessary to  verify operational 
performance of the Ice Pack Heat Sink Subsystem. 
This test program is 
Test Sequent e 
This test program w i l l  consist of the following t e s t s  which w i l l  
be performed in  the sequence defined: 
1) Evaluation of ice c h e s t b a t  exchanger interface operation. 
2) Evaluation of ice chest operation. 
3) Evaluation of water boiler operation. 
.4) Verification of Lab Model operation. 
5) Verification of vapor passage shut off valve and controller 
operation. 
Test Media 
The tes t  media for all portions of this test w i l l  be vacum. 
Test EauiDment 
All portions of this t e s t  progran w i l l  be performed i n  the Hamilton 
Standard Space Systems Department Space Laboratory. Except for the 
Rig 25 vacuun faci l i ty ,  portable equipment campatible w i t h  the test 
unit and the test requirements as defined by this plan of test w i l l  
be uti l ized. 
Definition of Tests 
hraluation of Ice Olest/Heat Exchanger Interface Operation 
Instrument atim 
ITEN 
24 Channel Temp 
Recorder 
Copper/Con. 
Flowmter 
Flowmter 
Wattmeter 
Pressure Gauge 
Pressure Gauge 
RANGE AccuRAcy 
0-90'F +.S°F 
0-.1 GPM t.005 GPM 
0-1 BM 2.05 GPM 
0- 1500 watt +25 watt 
0-30 psia  +.OS psi  
0-20 rmHg ABS +.os RRHg 
D-2 
5.1.2 
5.1.3 
5.1.4 
Test Setup 
This test  is performed on Rig 25 in  the Space Systems kpar?nen+ 
Space Laboratory. Figure 1-9 schematica?ly illvstrn+es t h e  te:t 
setup. 
Test Procedure 
a! Insta l l  the ice 
mi holding fixture 
hardware per figure 
pack liquid cooled garment ILCG) k n t  crrhmger 
in  the vacuum chanher of f 1: 2 - :- :- -::im> t i  .c. 
1-De Close the vapor passag5 slmutoff valve. 
NOTE: The vapor pressure passage pressures are not used during 
this  portion of the test. 
b) 
Console pump. 
exchanger flow valve t o  obtain a system flow of 0.5 @)I. 
Set the power supply t o  27 VDC and s t a r t  the Portable Flow 
Close the bypass flow valve. Adjust the LCG heat 
c )  
Hook up the thermocouples. 
to 500 microns. 
Instal l  an insulated frozen ice chest in the h b i d k g  f k t u r e .  
Close the vacuum chamber and evacuate 
d) Pressurize the pressure pad t o  8 psia. When the outlet t e q -  
erature of the LCG simulated load reaches 6Z°F, apply 3 continuous 
load of 3000 Btu/hr and adjust the bypass flow valve (ti) and 
LCG heat exchanger outlet  temperature a t  50°F and t o  mintz in  the 
system flow a t  0.5 GPM. (Ref. : Bypass flow is  approximately 0.14 
GPM.) Continue adjusting flow t o  maintain the LCG heat exchanger 
outlet temperature a t  SOOF and the system flow a t  0.5 GPN. 
the bypass flow is zero, continue running t m t i l  the LCG heat 
exchanger temperature reaches 60°F. 
Portable Flow Console pump. 
chest. 
e) Repeat b) , c), d)except evacuate vacuum chamber t o  
(0.1 micron) prior t o  pressurizing the pressure pad t o  8 psia. 
f) Repeat e) except pressurize the pressure pad to  5 psia. 
g) Repeat e) except pressurize the pressure pad t o  3 psia. 
When 
Shut off heat load and turn  off 
Repressurize chamber and remove ice 
md-lg 
Test Requirements 
Each of the t e s t s  must be run until the LCG heat exchanger outlet 
temperature reaches 60’F. For each run record the following 
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I 
I 
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2 
5.2 
5.2.1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
5.2.2 
5.2.3 
relatively steady s ta te  conditions. 
NOTE: Monitor these parameters and record any ch.z-!p:-c due t o  
valve settings, e tc .  
1. Heater power 5 .  pumrF inler p’eGsixe 
2. Tctal system flow 6. Pressurp ;’:id rrcqsuw 
3. Bypass flow 7. LCG heat exchanRer in le t  pressure 
4. La heat exchanger flow 8 .  LCG heat eycJmwr v J i i t l r j +  YI’P~SCTC 
Fcr e x h  run record m log sheets a t  three (3) minute intervals tne 
9. Temperature versm time f o r  each of the applicable themcouples. 
10. Vacuum chamber pressure versus time. 
following: 
Evaluation of Ice Chest Operation 
Ins t m n t  a t  icn 
ITEM RANQ Acma- 
24 Channel Temp G-9O0F f.S°F 
Recorder 
Copper/Con. 
Flowmeter 0-.1 m *.005 GPM 
Flowmeter 0-1 GMP f.05 GPM 
Wattmeter “ -1500 watt f25 watt 
Pressure Gauge 0-30 psia +.OS psi 
Pressure Gauge 0-20 TmHg ABS +.os mg 
Test Se t v . 4 1  
This test is performed on Rig 25 in  the Space Systems Departmnt 
space Laboratory. Figwe 1-D schematically i l lustrates  the test 
setup. 
Test Procedure 
a) 1.istall the ice pack LCC heat exchanger and holding fixture in 
the vacuum chanber of Rig 2s and plmb the harch.ire per figure 1. 
Close the vapor passage shutoff valve. 
NOTE: The vapor pressure passage pressures are not used during 
t h i s  portion of the t e s t .  
D- 5 
11) 
knsole  pump. 
exchanger flow valve to  obtain a system flow of 0.5 QM. 
c) Install an insulated frozen ice chest in the holding fixture. 
Hook up the thermocouples. Close the vacuum chaniber and evacuate 
t o  0.1 lrlicron. 
Set the power supply t o  27 VDC and s t a r t  the Portable Flow 
Close the bypass flow valve. Adjust the LCG heat 
d) When the outlet  temp- 
erature of the LCG simulator load reaches 62'F apply a continuous 
heat load of 3000 Btu/hr and adjust the bypass f l o w  valve (V,) and 
L G  heat exchanger flow valve(V 
exchanger outlet  temperature atH&F and t o  maintain the system 
flow at 0.5 GPM. (Ref. : Bypass flow is approximately 0.14 GPM.) 
Continue adjusting flow t o  maintain the LCG heat exchanger outlet  
temperature a t  50'F and the system f low a t  0.5 GPM. When the 
bypass f low is zero, continue running unt i l  the LCG heat exchanger 
outlet temperature reaches 60'F. shut off heat load and turn off 
Portable Flow Consolc pump. 
chest. 
Pressurize the pressure pad to 8 psia. 
) to  maintain the LCG heat 
Repressurize chamber and remove ice 
e) 
temperature of the LCG sinnilator load reaches 76°F before pres- 
surizing the pressure pad to  8 psia, apply a continuous heat load 
of 1500 Btu/hr, and adjust the flow control valves to  maintain the 
LCG heat exchanger outlet temperature a t  70'F. (Ref. : Bypass 
f l o w  is approximately 0.42 GPM.) 
Repeat b) , c) ,  d) except heat up the system unt i l  the outlet  
f) 
of the LCG simulator load reaches 87'F before pressurizing the 
pressure pad to  8 psia, apply a continuous heat load Df 475 Btu/hr, 
and adjust the f low control valves t o  maintain the LCG heat 
exchanger outlet temperature a t  85'F. 
flow is approximately 0.021 GPM.) 
Repeat e) except heat up the system unt i l  the outlet  temperature 
(Ref.: LCG heat exchanger 
5.2.4 Test Reauirements 
Each of the tes t s  must be m until  the LCG heat exchanger outlet  
temperature reaches 60'F. 
relatively steady s ta te  conditions. 
NOTE: 
valve settings, etc. 
For each run record the following 
Monitor these parameters and record any changes due to  
1. Heater power 5. Pump inlet  pressure 
2 .  Tmal system flow 6. Pressure pad pressure 
3. Bypass flow 7. LCG heat exchanger inlet pressure 
4. LCG heat exchanger flow 8. LCG heat exchanger outlet  pressure 
D- 6 
5.3 
5.3.1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
5.3.2 
5.3.3 
For each run record on log sheets a t  three (3) minute intct-tyals 
the following: 
9. Temperature versus time for each of the applicable thermocouples. 
10. Vacuum chamber pressure versus time. 
Evaluation of  Water Boiler Operation 
Instrumentation 
ITEM 
24 Channel Temp 
Recorder 
Copper/Con. 
Flowmeter 
Flowmeter 
Wattmeter 
Pressure Gauge 
Pressure Gauge 
Test Setup 
0-90°F 
0-.1 B M  
0-1 GFJM 
0-1500 watt 
0-30 psia 
0-20 mnHg ABS 
2 .  S°F 
+.005 GPM 
+.os 8 3 1  
+25 watt 
t.65 psi 
+.os lnnd-lg 
This test is performed on Rig 25 i n  the Space Systems Department 
space Laboratory. Figure l-D schematically i l lustrates  the test 
setup. 
Test Procedure 
a) 
the vacuum chamber of Rig 25 and plumb the hardware per figure 1. 
wen the vapor pressure shutoff valve. 
Instal l  the ice pack LCG heat exchanger and holding fixture i n  
b) 
pump. 
flow valve to  obtain a system flow of 0.5 GPM. 
Set the power supply to  27 VDC and s t a r t  +be Portable Flow Console 
Close the bypass flm valve. Adjust the LCG heat exchanger 
c )  Instal l  an insulatedunfrozenice chest containing the large 
exhaust or i f ice  i n  the holding fixture. Hook up the thermocouples 
and vapor passage pressure lines. Close the vacuum chanber. Draw 
a vacuum of 500 microns on the vapor passage l ine and simultaneously 
evacuate the chamber t o  10-4 nmi+g (0.1 micron). 
d) Pressurize the pressure pad to  8 psia. When the outlet  temper- 
ature of the LCG Simulated Load reaches 72'F apply a continuous 
hea load of 3000 Btu/hr. When the vacuum chamber pressure reaches 
repressurize t o  8 psia. 
10' 4 mHg, depressurize the pressure pad for one minute and 
D- 7 
I 
5.3.4 
5.4 
5.4.1 
QUANTITY 
1 
1 
Continue to  run unt i l  the temperature throughout the loop and ice 
chest stabilizes. Run at least th i r ty  minutes more and s h t  d m  the 
system by turning off the heat load and Portable Flow Console pump. 
Repressurize the chamber and vapor passage and remove the ice chest. 
e) 
Btu/hr . Repeat b), c ) ,  and d) except apply a continuous load of 1500 
f) repeat e) except use small exhaust or i f ice ,  and s t a r t  a t  1500 
Btu/hr with a heat load decreasing 200 Btu/hr every sixty minutes 
unt i l  ice chest freezing is observed. 
Test Reauirements 
Each of the tes t s  must be run unt i l  the LCG heat exchanger outlet  
temperature reaches 60'F. 
relatively steady s ta te  conditions. 
For each run record the following 
WIE: Monitor these parameters and record any changes due t o  
valve sett ings,  etc. 
1.  Heater power 5. FJump inlet  pressure 
2.  Total system flow 6. Pressure pad pressure 
3. mass flow 7. LCG heat exchanger i n l e t  pressure 
4.  LCG heat exchanger flow 8. LCG heat exchanger outlet pressure 
For each run record on log sheets a t  three (3) minute intervals the 
f o 1 1 ow i n  g : 
9. Temperature versus time for each of the applicable thermocouples. 
10. Vacuum chamber pressure versus t ime .  
11. Vapor passage pressures versus t ime. 
Verification of Lab Model Operation 
Instrumentation 
ITFN RPNGE 
23  Ch,Umel Temp 0-90°F 
Recorder 
Copper/Con. 
Flowmeter 0-.1 GPM 
F1 owme t er  0-1 GPM 
Wattmeter 0-1500 watt 
Pressure Gauge 0-30 psia 
Pressure Gauge 0-20 m g  ABS 
ACCURACY 
t . S ° F  
*.005 m 
+.os rn 
i2S watt 
t.05 psi  
t.05 nrmHg 
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5.4.2 Test Setup 
This t e s t  is performed cm Rig 25 in the Space Systems Department 
Space Laboratory. Figure 1 - D  schematically i l lustrates  the t e s t  
setup. 
5.4.3 Test F'rocedure 
a) Ins ta l l  the ice pack K G  heat exchanger and holding fixture in 
'he vacuum cllanber of Rig 25 and p l h  the hardware per figure 1. 
Close the vapor passage shutoff valve. 
b) Set the power supply to 27 VDC and start  the Portable Flow 
Console p ~ ~ p .  
exchanger flow valve t o  obtain a system flow of 0.5 BM. 
Close the bypass flow valve. Adjust the LCG heat 
c) Instal l  an insulated frozen ice chest containing the large 
exhaust or i f ice  in  the holding fixture. Hook up the thermocouples 
and vapor passage pressure lines. Close the vacuwn chamber. Draw 
a vacuum of 500 microns on the vapor passage l ine and simultaneously 
evacuate the chamber t o  10-4 mnHg (0.1 micron). 
d) When chamber has reached n W g ,  pressurize the pressure pad 
to  8 psia. When the outlet  temperature of the LCG Sjmulated bad  
reaches 6 2 O F  apply a continuous heat lo& of 3000 Btu/hr and adjust 
the bypass flow valve (V ) and the LCG heat exchanger flow valve 
0; ) to  maintain the L E G heat exchanger outlet  temperature at 
SO'bxand t o  maintain the system flow a t  0.5 GPM. When the bypass 
flow is zero, continue running unt i l  the LCG heat exchanger outlet  
temperature reaches 6 O O F .  A t  th i s  point apen the vapor assage 
shutoff valve anit run unt i l  the temperature throughout tKe loop 
and ice chest stabilizes. Run a t  least thirty minutes more and 
shut down the system by turning off the hea-c load and Portable Flow 
Cansole pup .  
the ice chest. 
Repressurize the chamber and vapor passage and rem~ve 
e) Repeat b:lr e), and d) except heat up the system un t i l  the outlet  
temperature of the LCG Simulated Load reaches 76'F before pressur- 
izing the pressure pad to  8 psia, apply a continuous heat load of 
1500 Btu/hr, and adjust the flaw control valves t o  maintain the 
LCG heat e x d m  r outlet temperature a t  70°F fo: as long as possible. 
(Ref: Bypass fr ow is approximately 0.42 (9M.) 
5.4.4 Test Requirements 
For each run record the follawing relatively steady s ta te  Conditions. 
0-9 
NOTE: himitor these parameters and record any changes due to  
valve settings, etc. 
1. Heater power 5. PLrmp inlet  pressure 
2. Total system flow 6. Pressure pad pressure 
3. Bypass f low 7. LCG heat exchanger in le t  pressure 
4 .  LCG heat exchanger flow 8. LCG heat exchanger outlet  pressure 
For each run record on log sheets a t  three (3) minute intervals the 
9. Temperature versus time for each of the applicable thermocouples. 
10. Vacuum chanber pressure versus time. 
11. Vapor passage pressures versus tine. 
following: 
5.5 Verification of Vapor Passage shutoff Valve  and Controller Operation 
5.5.1 Instrument a t  ion 
QUANTIR ITEM RANGE ACCURACY 
1 L & N Themcouple 0-90°F 
Readout 
5.5.2 Test Sem 
f. S°F 
This test is performed on Rig 25 in the Space Systems Department 
Space Laboratory. 
5.5.3 Test Procedure 
a) Kook up the vapor passage shutoff valve and controller per the 
schematic snown i n  figure Z-D. 
bj Evacuate' the vacuum chanber to mmlig. 
c) Open SS. Energize the 27 VDC power supply. Push S2. Observe 
the vacuum chamber vindows. The valve should close and remain closed. 
c$ Wrn on the pump and chill the liquid loop t o  T4 = 50*F 
e) Close S3. The valve should remain closed. 
f )  
Push S2. 
Push S1 and observe the valve. I t  should open and remain open. 
the valve should close and remain closed. 
D- 10 

g) Heat the liquid loop a t  the rate of approximately 1°F/minute. 
Record the temperature a t  which the valve opens. Cool the liquid 
loop t o  T4 = 50°F. The valve should not close. 
valve should close and remain closed. 
Push S2. The 
h) Open S3. Heat the liquid loop to  80'F. The valve should not 
open= 
i) Shut off the 27 VDC power supply and evacuate the vacuum 
chanber. End of test. 
5.5.4 Test Requirements 
For each operation record the operation performed, the i n i t i a l  
valve position, the f inal  valve position, and t h e  value or values 
of T4 a t  which any valve action takes place. 
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ECS-2124-L-036 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
5.1 
5.1.1 
Quantity 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
scope 
'Ihis plan of test defines the acceptance tests t o  be perforrmed 
by Hamilton Standard on the Ice Padc Heat Sink Subsystem, SVSK 
86164. lhe acceptance test pro- verifies the functional 
operatiar of the Ice Pack Heat Sink Subsystem. 
Test sequen ce 
Ihe ac~ptance test pmgrinn consists of the follcwing tests, 
performed in the sequence defined: 
1) Verificatim of functional operation of fluid circulatian 
loop. 
2) Verification of fmctimal operation of vapor passage shut- 
off valve and amtroller. 
3) Verification of battery operation. 
Deviation fmn the test  seqwnce or test procedu~ requires approval 
of the cowitant program engineer. 
Test Envirwrment 
'Ihe test mvirasrment far all portions of this test w i l l  be roan 
anbient tenperatme and pressure. 
Tes t  E c p  'pnrent 
A l l  portions of this acceptme test program are performed in the 
HaPriltm Stmdard Advaplced Engineering Laboratory. Portable equip 
ment compatible w i t h  the test mit and the test requirements as 
defined by this plan of tes? are utilized. 
Desabtion of Tests 
Verification of Rmctional Uperation of Fluid Circulation Loop 
Instrumentation and Equiprent 
Itan -
DC b r  Supply 
IC Voltraeter 
Dc Amneter 
Flatmeter 
Flaaneter 
Flawmeter 
L 6 N 'Thermocouple Readout * 
LcGIhmulyhad 
!E Accuracy 
0.5 volt 0-30 VDC I? 3 alpere 
0-30 VDC ? 0.0s M l t  
c - 3  ampere .f 0.1 aJlpere 
z 0.005 gpn 
0-0.42 gpm : 0.025 gpn 
t 0.025 g p  
3.75 gsiAP @ 0 .5  gpn .f 101 
0-100 F t O S O F  
O O * l  !Pl 
0-0.58 g ~ m  
F- 2 
5.1.2 
5.1.3 Test Procedure ---- 
Disconnect the intern-1 battery connector from the i n t e r x i  
battery. kt the frwt F W ~ :  ..lxtr;:al 12' i -  -hc 3' . 1 '. . .  . .  
*in Pw,r Switch. ......... .i$F 
hop Switdi ................. OFF 
(hrerrick Open Switch ........mW 
Override Closed Sv. i t h . .  ... . g ~ ~ ? ~ : l l -  L ,y 
p?' Set up the test as showi in f 1 ire ! -F.  ' l u  i!  on L.e 
supply and set the wltrge at r? 'LX. Fully close t t t m t  
panel Heat Exchanger Flow Control Va3ve .  
Bypass Flow Control Valve. Close the Elmmeter ByFass Valve 
(external to console). 
l h n  the main m e r  switch to tK. 
Light is oh. 
.So changes w i l l  occur provided the LCG H/X Outlet T m .  
s lkdicated on the L E N Thermocouple k d m t  is less 
than 57°F. If the Lc; H/X Outlet Temp. is greater than 
57°F it is necessary to cool the LCG Heat hchanger, using 
an ice bag applied directly to  the heat excha?ger, to bring 
the LM; H/X Outlet Teap. to  appmximntely S O O F .  When the 
UX; H/X Outlet Tenp. is less than 57OF, position the Over- 
ride Closed Switch t o  -%&ED and return tr; NRITR4L 
when the ~ormal W e  LE& is m. 
Turn the Fuap !hitch to  (N apld close the Bypass Flaw Control 
Valve until system flow is 0.5 gpm. lbe heat exchangcr flow 
will read 0.021 gpsn f .005 gpm. 
to an UX heat load of 475 Btu/hr. 
@,en the FlckJmeter 
Adjust the Bypass Flcm Control Valve and the Heat Exchanger 
Flaw Control Valve to obtain a system flow of 0.50 gp and 
Fully open the 
fieck that Normal M e  
Position Override Closed Switch to ?!!iTfR4L. 
This conditian comsponds 
valve (external to amsole). 
s flow of 0.42 gpn. This condition corresponds to  an 
t load of lS00 Btu/hr. 
Adjust the Bypass Flav k t m l  Valve md the k a t  &changer 
Flaw Cantrol Valve to obtain a Systems Flow o f  0.50 gpn and a 
Bypass flow of 0.14 gpm. This condition corresponds to an UX; 
heat load of 3000 Btu/hr. 
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ECS- 2124 - L- 036 
Rwisian A 
EL!-2124-L-036 
5.1.4 
5 . ;  
5.2.1 
Quantity 
1 
1 
1 
5.2.2 
5.2.3 
g) 'hm the Pmp Switch t o  OFF. ntrn the Mrin Power Switch t o  
OFF. .%ut off the pawer supply. 
Test Requirwmnts 
'Ihe response of the Ice Pack Heat Sink Subsystem Cmisole nut 
be exactly as outlined in paragraph 5.1.3 for the unit  t o  pa.; 
this por t im  of the acceptance test. bcorCt a13 actions and 
responses. 
Verificaticn of Rmctional Operation of Vapor I'wsap Shutofi 
valve and f3n troller 
Ins tnmnta t icn  and Equipment 
-- - -- 
Item -
DC Pwer Supply 
Dc Voltmeter 
Dc Anmeter 
Flawmeter 
F l m t e r  
Flawmeter 
L & N Themcouple Readout 
LCG Rnrmy lnad 
Raolge 
0-30 VDC @ 3 mere 
0-30 Mc 
0-3 
0-0.1 ggm 
0-0.425 g ~ n  
0-0.58 g ~ n  
3.75 psiAP @ 0.5 gpn 
0 -100'F 
AcCUraCy 
t 9.5 volt  
i 0.05 volt 
f 0.1 amere 
t cI.005 gpln 
.) 0.02s gpm 
f 0.025 gpm 
f. 10% 
o.sot: 
Test Setup 
Figure tl schematically illustrates the test setup. 
Test procedure 
a) Set a l l  conditions that existed at the end of the previous 
test sequence. 
5) 'hm m the power supply and set the voltage at 27 VDC. 
hnn the Main Power Switch to  ON. 'hrn the hmp Switch t o  
c) Adjust the Bypass Flaw mtrol Yalve md the Heat Exchanger 
Flm Cantrol Valve to obtain a System Flow of 0.50 gpm and 
a s Flow of 0.14 This condition corresprmds to  m 
TC%% load of 3000 chr. 
Jw - 
the wlve actuation has been conpleted as indicated by the 
d) Actuate the Override Closed Switch t o  OVERRIUE m. ldvnr 
change o indicator li@ts, "turn the Ovelrlde closed %itch, 
A I - 
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e) Apply heat to the LCZ Heat Exchanger using a heat gun and 
continue t o  nm the unit until the valve automat~cally opens. 
The UX; H/X Outlet Temp. a t  the point where the valve actuates 
nust be 60°F f 3'F. 
5.2.4 
5.3  
5.3.1 
Quantiw 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5.3.2 
* 
to NEUTRAL. Ihe valve w i l l  18mai.n clcsed provided the 
UX; H/X &&let Tenp. is less than 57°F. If the LCC H/X 
Outlet T a p .  i s  
to ths heat exchanger, t o  br' the UX; H/X Chtlet Temp. 
to tely SOOF. When LCG H/X Chtlet Temp. is 
l e s E O F ,  position the Override Closed Switch to 
(IIIERRIDE CLOGED and return to  NEUIWU when the Nom1 Mde 
Light is (IN. 
ater than 57'F it is necessary to cool 
the ICG Heat Ex CB" anger, using an ice bag applied directly 
f )  With the UX; H/X Outlet Temp. higher than the actuation 
teqterature, actuate the Override Closed Switch to OVEiRRtDE 
Qx)sED. 'lb valve W i l l  close and remain closed. 
A 
h 
A 
Item -
DC Power Supply 
DC Voltmeter 
DC Anmeter 
Flowmeter 
Flowmeter 
Flaanster 
LCG Rnnay bad 
L & N ThermPcouple Readout 
Test Sew 
Range Accwacy 
0-30 VDC @ 3 ampere 
0-30 Mc t 0.05 volt 
0-3 -re t 0.1 ampere 
0-0.1 gFQl f 0.005 gpm 
0-0.425 g ~ m  f 0.025 gpn 
0-0.58 g ~ m  0.025 gpn 
3.75 pslDP B 0.5 gpm 
f 0.5 volt 
+ 10% 
0-100'F t O.5'F 
Fim 1-F schematically illustrates the test setup. 
F-6 
Test Procedure - 5.s.s 
continue to n m  the unit until the valve asltcaneticallv apcns. 
me LCG H/X Outlet Temp. a t  the point where the valve actuates 
DnrSt be 6O'F f 3'F. 
Revision A 
ECS-2124-L-036 
A 
D i s c m c t  the external pcrwr supply. Set the front panel 
electrical switches as follvws : 
kin Power Switch ............ OFF 
hrmp Switch.. .............. .OFF 
Override Open Switch ......... NEUTRAL 
Override Cloccd Witch ..... ..OVERRIIE CuIsHD 
connect the i n t e n a l  batten- connector t o  *he internal bat teq .  
Set .II otber caditions that existed at the end of the pre- 
vious sequence except the LCG tt/X Outlet Taqmramre mst be 
lanered belw 57'F by applying an ice bag t o  the LCG b a t  -.i 
'hm the kin Power Switch to CN. Turn the Funp Switch 
to  m. 
I 
I 
I 
Adjust the Bypass Flow Control Valve and the Heat Exchanger 
Flow Control Valve to obtain a Systems Flow of 0.50 and 
a Bypass How of 0.14 gun. 'Ihis condition corresponrto an 
LCG heat load of 3000 Btu/hr. 
Actuate the k r r i d e  Closed switch to NE1Tl'RAL. 7he valve 
w i l l  remain closed as indicated by the Nom1 W e  Light. 
5.3.4 Test Requirements 
"he response of the Ice Pack Heat Sink Subsystem Console must 
be exactly as WJtlined in paragraph 5.3.3 foi the unit to  pass 
this portion of the acceptance test. 
responses. 
bcord al l  actions and 
F7 
1 i II- 
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SPECIF'ICATIOR FOR ICE PACK HEAT SUBSYSTEM 
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FOR 
ICE PACK BBAT SINK SUBSYSTTBI FOR KXTR4VEEICUIAR ACTIVITX 
Speci f ica t ion  No. 2-17753 D e c d r  30, 1971 
1. Introduct ion 
Future  maned epace explorat ion missiane are expected to include te- 
qu i r tmmts  f o r  as t ronaut  l i f e  support  equipment capable of repeated we and 
regeneration f o r  many ext ravehicu lar  a c t i v i t y  (EVA) sorties. In antici- 
pation of theee,requirements, NASA-Ames fbnded os0 contract# @AS 2-6021 
and lBAs 2-6022) f o r  t he  study of Advanced &trevehicu lar  Protective Syrtemm 
(AEPS). The purpose of these s tud iee  was to determine the Poet p r a c t i c a l  
and p r d a i n g  concepts for manned space f l i g h t  o p e r a t i m e  projected for the 
late 1970'8 and 1980'e, and t o  i d e n t i f y  areas where concentrated reeearcb 
would be most e f f e c t i v e  i n  the  development of theee concepts. 
One regenerat ive concept recomnended f o r  development for astronaut 
cool ing would u t i l i z e  an ice pack as t he  primary h e a t  s ink  f o r  a l i q u i d  
cooled garment (LCG) cooling system. 
operat ions,  water from the  melted i c e  pack could be evaporated d i r e c t l y  
t o  space or supplied t o  an evaporative-type I L G  h e a t  exchanger. 
ment and test program is ,  therefore ,  proposed fo r  an  Ice Pack H e a t  Sink 
subsystem f o r  U G  cooling. 
I n  an emergency, o r  f o r  extended 
A develop- 
The program is planned i n  two phases: 
a. Phase I w i l l  include the  design of t he  Ice Pack B e a t  Sink Subeyeteme 
f o r  operat ion a t  0 8 t o  1 g i n  accordance w i t h  the requirements eet 
f o r t h  below; f ab r i ca t ion  of two func t iona l  laboratory models and 
perfonnance v e r i f i c a t i o n  in 1 g operat ion with rev is iane  as 
required t o  a t t a i n  design performance; l i a d t e d  component or concept 
checkout, if necessary and i f  approved by IUsA-Ames, in an a i r c r a f t  
siaiulated 0 e environment f l i p h t :  and, del ivery of two (2 )  
complete tunc t iona i  laboratory model subsystems with two. (2) spare Ice 
pack modules each, along with operat ing in s t ruc t ioae ,  complete tietail 
and assembly drawings, and spec i f i ca t ion  of a l l  mechanical components. 
Phase I1 w i l l  include the  cons t ruc t ion ,  assembly and checkout of a 
prototype subsystem, p l u s  the test equipment and procedures required 
f o r  0 g f l i g h t  t e s t s ;  performance t e s t i n g  of t he  prototype Ice Pack 
Heat Sink Subsystem8 a t  0 g; and; redesign, r e fab r i ca t ion  and r e t e s t i n g  
b, 
. . .e, . 
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Phare I 8 b l l  be completed before Phare 11 $8 ini t ta tad.  
2. &f erence &rrpo rte 
8. Advanced Extnvehicuhr  Protective eatam (Interim Report), Contract 
MAS 2-6021, RASA Cst 114320. 
b. Advanced Extravehicular Protective @at- @UPS) Study, (Interim 
Report) , Contract 1us 2-6022, MSA c1 114321. 
3. pRau i remnte  - -88 & 
Tbe Contractor dun11 derlga, develop, fabr icate  and teat a t  1 8 ,  a 
functional Laboratory made1 Ice P8ck ffblrt Sink Suboyrtam. Coar ibra t lon  
r h a l l  be @van t o  the f o l l d w :  
‘She eubryrtem 8h.11 be derigned am a c-ct, pattable areeubly to be 
wed a? the temperature control a d  coolant puping  unit fo r  an WG 
fot maintenance of astronaut t h e m 1  comfort d u r a  BVA either in 
orbi t ,  or on the lunar outface. In n o r u l  we, aceor heat i n  the 
I& coolant w l l l  be tranrferred to a reuaable/regsnerabh ice pack 
heat rink. For emet8anCY operation, or  far extenrim of EWA mission 
tiw, den a l l  the ice her melted, -tar from the ice pack is to  be 
vented direct ly  t o  rpace or  awered t o  an evaporator/heat axchanpar 
which wil l  continue t o  remove heat f t m  the U G  coolant. Switchaver 
from normal t o  emergency mode should be in i t i a t ed  autmiit ically with 
an appropriate warning signal t o  the astronaut. 
The subsystean wi l l  be considered to coneiet, eraentially,  of three 
Unit8 : 
1. 
2. 
An equipment module containing the I&X coolaat pump; replaceable/ 
rechargeable bat ter ies ;  LCG coolant diversion valve t o  control 
IEG in l e t  temperature by regulating the flow through the heat 
exchanger; and, sensors, valves, regulators, cmt ro le ,  indicators, 
etc., a s  may be required for  autoaretic operation, mama1 over- 
t ide,  and s t8 t u s  indica t ion @ 
An wapora tor/hea t exchanger module inc l u d i q  necerearp va lving , 
IEG coolant flow passages, and evaporator water rupply paerager 
as requtred, depending on the type of actandad, or emsrgency, 
operatio:i selected. For n o m 1  operation, ice packr a r e  v i r w l i r e d  
a8 being held i n  intimate contact td th  a pr imry  heat exchaqpr. 
For extended, or  emergency operation, i f  ice pack water ir -tared 
t o  a sublimntor-type cooler, an additional heat exchenger and 
appropriate flow pabeages and valving m y  be required; however, 
i f  the ice p8ck water is t o  be evaporated direct ly  to apace, the 
primary heat exchanger amy be a l l  that 10 required, other than 
H- 2 
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Standard the vent valves. (Note: *ere an ooevaporator" i o  reforred 
3, Replaceable, refillable, rewable ice wka to be uti l isod ar 
described in 2 abave. They muat be quickly and u r i l y  repha- 
able by the astronaut wlthout arrirtance. Ice packo be urd 
in pairs i f  design and packaging conrlderatiarr ohm a mlle? 
pack site t o  be more effective th.n a mingle law pack. Bar- 
ever, the siagular term "ice pack" w i l l  continua t o  be urd in 
this S t a m n t  of Work t o  denoto the total mmt of ice 
rpecified for  the Ice Pack Beat Sink Subrprtm. 
c .  N o m i n a l  specifications for  the Suboptem a re  am follows: 
1. U G  coolant flow rate, 1800-2000 d m l n  (O& to  0.53 wl/mln). 
2. U6 i n l e t  temperature r q e ,  10 to 32 de8 C (SO t o  90 d q  P) 
( fm thermal comfort a t  maximm and aLnipprpr work rated). 
Temperature rise through UG, up t9 'T'deg C (12.6 deg F) at maximum 
work rate ,  
- 
3. 
4. Heat rejection ra;es: 
Average, 1600 kilojoules/hr (1500 Btulhr) 
Minimum, 500 kilojoules/hr ( 475 Btdhr)  
Meximum, 3200 kilogoules/ht (3000 Btdhr)  
5. LEG i n l e t  pressure, 15.5(104) B/m2 (22.5 psi), mn%Lwn, 
6 0  Presrure drop through KG, 2.6(10 ) Ig/m (3.75 psi), 4 2 
7, Ice pack water weight, 7 kg (13.4 lb). 
8, Emergency flow to  t h e  evaporator/heat exchanger should be sufficent 
t o  provide the above heat rejection rates, A variable orifice 
and cocstant UG coolant flow ra te  can be used, or, al ternatively,  
a fixed or i f ice  (constant evaporative rate)  can be used i n  con- 
junction with variable I&G coolant flow rate through operation 
of the I E G  coolant divereion valve. 
d, No operating time l imit  per ice  p8ck is specified fo r  the lubsyrtm. 
Time w i l l  be dependent on the actual heat rejection ra te  and on 
the practical limits of the i n i t i a l  cmnd f ina l  temperature8 of the 
ice pack ( i .e . ,  the degree of cooling below 0 d q  C for the frarh 
ice  peck, and the effective cool iw range for  the melted ice above 
0 dag C). It is t o  be expected, howwar, that the heat rink cam- 
b i l i t y  of the melting ice  pack reauia esrent i r l ly  rrrrdlminirhed until 
i t  i e  completely malted, 
N- 3 
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c . I- n -..- * -.... e-- Hn rr, i I ton 
C'C4*M%Wd e. k i n  the constraints of the general requiremntr above, and other 
specific prwirionrr of this contract, the Contractor l a  encouranged 
to be innovative and original La the derfgn and fabrlcatlcm of the 
Subsystem. No operational lifetime i r  rpecif id;' however, coxmidera- 
tion ahauld be glven to mahtahabil i ty ,  re l iabi l i ty ,  and part6 re- 
placement and repair to insure a reronabla lifettmm for the delivered 
Subsyrtcme, and to insure their operatianal integrltp, if required, 
for support of Phase If of the developmnt program. 
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